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PLANS APPROVED FOR NEW HIGH SCHOOL
present et the signing ee Hi. ereernent between the laterrey-Calteway 
County Almon
Board and the Murray Flying Service, Inc. yesterday were (le
ft to right) Chappell Wil-
son, attorney for the flying service, County Jude* Robert 0. M
iller, William Allen, Jr..
President of the flying service, Or. Hugh Oak ie
y, chairman of the airport beard, Carrell W.
Guy, vice-president of the flying service, Murray Mayor
 Holmes Ellis and James John.
son, executive secretary of the Chamber of Commerce. (Staff Pho




Murray Is growing up. We now
have a robber with his head
covered with a stocking. This is
one sign of growth we could
just as soon do without
The weather men vindicated
hinsemif this morning. He fore-
cast rain and by golly it did.
A frog strangler.
Now comes Mrs. Maude 
Swin-
dell of Puryear, Te
nnessee
Route Three with a whole 
bunch
of things. She says she 
dug a-
round in the attic and ca
me up
with so much of this and 
that
bile thing she sent was a sm
all
brochure from B. F. Avery
 k
Sons, manufacturers of f
arm
equipment. The brochure had a
drawing of the Avery Spiral
Knife Stalk Cutter, both one-
(Continued on Pap, Sixteen)
Two Ca Collision Is
Reported On Tuesday
A two car collision was in-
vestigated by the Murray Po-
lice Department on Tuesday at
4:13 p.m. No injuries were re-
Cars involved were a 1968
Chevrolet owned by Taylor Mo-
tors and driven by Charles Da-
vid Gibbs, 917 North 111th
Street, Murray, and a 1968 Olds-
mobile driven by Cheris Steyer
Alexander of Paducah and 1604
Olive Extended, Murray.
The Alexander car was go-
ing east on Chestnut Street and
bad etopssa4 for 11/.. light. 01
also going east, hit the Alexand-
er car in the rear end, accord-
ing to the police report.
Damage to the Gibbs car was
on the left front fender and to
the Alexander car on the right
side.
CORRECTION
In the announcement of the
death of Mrs. Maybelle Cooper
Spence et Monday, her mother
was listed as Mrs. Cartie Wilson
Lee. This should have been
Mrs, Cattle Wilson Cooper.
Governor Expected
To Go Into Poison
Pen Act With Veto
By GLEN CARPENTER
FRANKFORT, Ky. 5 — Gov.
Louie B. Nunn %Yes expected to
go into hie poison pee act to
day what, Ewing the deadline
for taking final action on legie
a lation peened during the wan-
ing days of the 1970 General
Assembly.
Aides to the governor said he
was expected to veto 40 to 50
of the 300 bills and resolutions
awaiting his disposition. Last
Special Services Will Be
Held At Mt. Horeb
Freewill Church
Special services will be Id
at the Mt. Horeb Freew B
ap-
tist Church honoring the 
second
anniversary of th Astor, Rev.
Ira Phillip..
Tonight ( dnesday)f and on
Thursday,'both at 7:30 p.m.,
the programs will be pres
ented
by the various auxilaries of ,
the
church.
Rev. A. Taylor df' Puryear,
Tenn.. with his choir and c
on-
gregation- will present the pro-
gram'on Friday at 7:30 p.m.
The speaker for the 11 -Am
.
err** Sadly will be Rev
.
-Scott of Arkansas. At three Pit
on Sunday Rev. Haynes of 
Un-
ion City. Tenn., with his 
choir
and congregation will be 
i it
charge of the program.
The church Welles the pu
blic
-10-sttendi- -
session, Nunn rejected 74 mea-
sures.
Those bills not vetoed will ei-
be signed into law or al-
lowed to become law withou
t
his signature. Because ai
Constitution, Nunn actually bee
ter. and astolianana for Later
dletrtoution to victims of fire'
and other needy families ie
Murray, Calloway County, or
other areas.
Items which need repair or
refinishing will be put in us-
Ole condition by members of
the committee.
The minister said when. per-
sons are doing their spring.
cleaning to sot throw away any
pieces of furniture or broken
appliances as some family may
need it after a fire or some
other disaster.
Persons having items to give
are asked to call the church at
753-3714 during the morning
hours and the items will be
picked up by the committee
Anyone desiring further in-
formation may call W. 0. Spen-
cer at 753-3794 or 753-8084.
Lutheran Women Will




The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ has announc
ed a new service to the com-
munity, according to Bill
Threet, minister of the church.
Bro. Threet said a furniture
committee has been added to






Airport Board entered into an
agreement with the Murray
Flying Service, Inc. yesterday
afternoon which gives the fly-
ing service the authority to
operate the Murray-Calloway
County Airport (Kyle Field) as
a fixed base operator.
The agreement was signed
by Dr. Hugh Oakley, Chairman
of the .Airpart Board and by
William 0. Allen, Jr., president
and Carroll W. Guy, vice-presi-
dent, of the Murray Flying Ser-
vice, Inc.
Dr. Oakley said that the fly-
ing service will operate or pro-
vide charter flying service for
the public. Other services to be
offered, acootrding to the agree-
ment, will -he flight instruction,
rental aircraft, operation of aer,
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
Mrs. Bethel Rkhardesis
Mrs. Bethel Richardson Named
President Of Woman's Club
Mrs. Bethel Richardson is the
newly elected president of the
will collect used or new furni- Murray Woman's Clu
b. She sue se Richardson s h
ave four
tater. and one grandson.
hael Brown, four months
old. At home are Beth, 11, a
student at Austin Elementary;
Michele, 12, and Brenda, 16,
students at Murray High School
The oldest daughter, Audrey
19, now Mrs. Brown, is a so-
phomore at Murray State Uni-
versity. •
Serving with Mrs. Richardson
during the 1970-71 club year
will be Mrs. Matt Sparkman,
first vice-president; Mrs. 0. B.
Boone, Jr., second vice-presi-
dent; Mrs. John A. Gregory, re-
cording secretary; Mrs. Thomas
E. Brown, corresponding secre-
tary; and Mrs. Purdom Outland,
treasurer. Committee chairmen
ye not yet been announced.
The Lutheran Women's Mis-
sionary League of the lausam-
tiel Lutheran Church will mee
t
Thursday, April 2, at 7:30 p. m.
M the home of Mrs. Marily
n
Luther, 1500 Johnson Drive.
"Christ and My Calling" will
be the topic of the program t
o
be presented by Mrs. Bett
y
Powell.
eamod• Mr..: Dem arellian- 'rh
o
served two years as leader ee
„the local organization.
Mrs. Richardson has been ac-
tive for many years in club
work- and this year served as
Its first vice-president. She is
also a worker in the college de-
partment of the First Baptist
Church and assists her husband
Junior Boys Taken On
Camping Trip At Park
The Community Service Pro-
ject, directed by Mike Free,
sponsored a camping trip for
junior high boys the past week-
end.
Leading the camping trip
were Tom DeHaven and Gaty
Barker, two Murray State Uni-
versity volunteers. Twenty-five
junior high boys participated in
the eampout at Kenlake State.
Park and the total cost of 
the
campout was twenty dollars, a
spokesman said.
A camping trip for junior
high girls with Neva Rehm 
in
charge, will be held this week-
end, April 3 and 4. A gene
ral
meeting for those interested and
their parents- will be held 
in
Room 304_ Thursday at 3:15
p.m.





Spending For Services Up Inthe. last nine dayts°o1 a san him d io.
The 1970 General
journed March 20. z
thirr meas= w :lire = Calloway According To. Report
or allowing 64 others to become
law. A mul de at simple res-
olutions bath houses
sew automatically with-
ntinued on Page Sixteen
)
TWO CITED
Two persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
yesterday and last night. They
were one for reeking driving
and one for no operator's lic-
ense and improper registration.
University School PTA
Plans Meeting Friday
The University School Paz.
ent-Teacher Asaociation will
sponsor a "suggestion-discuss.
ibn" Meeting for parents tan
Friday. April 3, at 1:30 p.m. in
the school cafeteria.
Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger. PTA
president, urges parents to par-
Uelpata-ist-thia.eliciemkhem- ryt the club.
(Special to the Ledger & Timm)
NEW YORK — According to
a new government survey, Cal-
loway County residents have
been stepping up their spend
ing for services in recent years.
A much larger proportion of
their available cash, after pro-
viding for the basic necessities,
has been going for the non-
goods items known as services.
Included in this category are
Wranglers Club Will
Have Sale Saturday
The Wranglers Riding Club
will have its first annual bake
gale in front of Belk's Depart-
ment Store on Saturday, April
4, starting at ten a. m.
Cakes, pies. cookies, etc. will
be on sale and women who 'are
members of the Riding Club
Will be at the table. The pro-
ceeds will be used for project!
automobile repair, beauty cart.
tailoring, shoe repair, diaper
service, plumbing work, movies
and a host of other services
ranging from television repair
to interior decorating.
The increased spending is
this direction is attributed, in
part, to the fact that local faa
fries have bigger incomes than
in former years and are able 10
Luy more services. The abet
(Continued en Polio Sinn&
Senor Citizens Club
Plans luncheon Meet
The sensor Citizens Club 
c.
met at thb Community 
Center
"Pri•podaTtlu'dt luncAPigi3heon, at 12wil
rA 
'served with Mrs. Hontas 
Bads
Mrs. Virgie Clark, and 
MD.
Martha Golden as h
ostesses
vited" intoterested-eritencl!lif-K4- -4_27 
it'
ir :he accounting offices of
H. nardson and Trevathan.
Today
Census
Today is Census Day for
the United States of Amer-
ice From Aroostook Coun-
ty, Maine, to Niihau, the
westerzymost island of Ha-
waii; .from Point Barrow,
Alaska, on the Arctic
Ocean to Key West, Flor-
ida, it is the day for all
Americans to be counted.
Miss Anita Brown, Man-
ager of the temporary
census office in Paducah:
Kentucky, reports that 406
census takers, after being
sworn in this morning,
started visiting households






Logan, Lyon Marshall Mc-
Cracken McLean, Muhlen-
-berg, Todd, Trigg, Union,
and Webster.
Census questionnaires
were distributed to house-
holds in these places by the
Post Office a few days ago.
They are to be filled out
'and held for the census
taker to pick up. The Dis-
trict Manager says it will
probably take from three
to five weeks for the cens-
us takers to get around th
all the households.
It is possible that some
households did not receive
a questionnaire, but the
.District Manager says they
Seed not fear they will be
missed because a Census
I
taker will find them and
have a questionnaire for
them.
Architects Drawings Accepted
By Murray Board Of Education
The Murray Board of Educa-
tion, after a thorough review of
final plans for the new Murray
High School, gave formal appro-
val to the plans as presented by
Pat Gingles, representing the
firm of Clemmons and Gisgles
Architects, Nashville, Tennes-
see, Superintendent Fre d
Schultz said this morning. These
plans represent some two and a
half years of planning by the
Board and staff of the Murray
9d7'llow o s. best to serve the in
terests of the Murray students
and get the most for the educa-
tional dollar has been and con-
tinues to be the major concern
.f the Board and school admin-
istration as they plan this new
facility, Supt. Schultz said. The
Board continues to search for
Improved quality in the educa-
tional program and are con-
vinced that an adenuate physi-
cal plant is necessary for ex-
cellence," Schultz added.
Highlights of the new high
school include faclities for lab-
oratory oriented courses in al
areas of science, home Keno-
mica, art, and modren foreign
language.
Team teaching areas are a-




Murray High School Speech
and Debate has eleven students
who have qualified for the State
Speech Tournament to be held
in Lexington April 6 and 7. The
regional tournaments were held
March 7th and 28th and Mur-
ray High placed 3rd in the reg-
ion with Trigg County and Ps-
ducah .placing 1st and 2nd re-
spectively.
The eleven people receiving
Superiors and qualifing fear the
state tournament are: Nick
Sweeri, discussion; Bill Pink-
ston, analysis of a public add-
ress; Don Lattipkins and Molly
Stubblefield, humorous interpre-
tation; Paula Parker, poetry;
Jayne Scott, reading of prose;
Jayda Stuart and Mark Tinsley,
duet acting; and Nancy Mathis,
storytelling.
Two students in the Junior
High division also received sup-
eriors. They were Jana Jones,
(Continued on Page Sixtee
n)
Garden Department To
See Film At Meeting
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house on
Thursday, April 2, at two p. m.
"Rainbow of Color" will be
from the Kentucky Department
of Conservation to be shown
at the meeting. Mrs. John J.
Livesay is the program chair-
Men.
' Mrs. Morrison Galloway will
be in eha.,rge .4 the devotional
period.
Hostesses are Mesdames M.
P. Christopher,- Dick Sykes, L.




West Kentucky: Cloudy with
not much change in tempera-
tures today, tonight and Thurs-
day. Partial clearing Thursday
night. Occasional rain with
thunderstorms likely today dim-
inishing late tonight. High 0-
day in the 60s, low tonight in
the 40s, high Thursday in the
low 60s. Wind today southeast-
erly 10 m.p.h. Probability of
rain today and tonight greater
than 90 per cent.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.3,
up 0.1.
Below dam 310.7, down WE,
no gates open.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.9,
down 0.1.
Below dam 320.6, down 0.1.
Sunrise 5:43; sunset 6:19.
Moon rose 3:17 a.m.
School Children Give
To Red Cross Drive
Jayne Scott, Red Cross Youth
Leader, reported additional con-
tributions from county schools
,today.
Faxon school chef/lean contri-
buted $32.43, <>dowse-county
High School added $14.81 to
their donation, and Murray High
 contributions were increased by
$10.00.
The total raised by the yountt
people of the county is now
$510.60.
Officials of the March Fund
Campaign urge any one who
has WI been contected to mci
their donation. to the Calloway
County Red Cross Chapter, Mur-
ray. All local services are fund-
ed from voluntary donations.
Munpal Employees
Walk Out In Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky. anni — This
city's 130" public works em-
ployes walked off their jobs at
1 CM. EST today after they
turned down, by unanimous
vote, a new two-year wage In-
crease contract offer by the
city.
The walkout left garbage col-
lection, maintenance sewers,
the water treatment plant.
floodwall and cemetery in the
hands of supervisory personnel.
Of the 130 workers who
walked off their jobs folliwing
the late Tuesday night vote, 99
are in the sanitation and- street
depart-meats.
The City Commission has call-
ed a special meeting for Thurs-
day morning to discuss t h e
walkout by members of Local
1586 of the American Federa-




was called to the,, residence at
109 South, 10th Street this
morning at 7:15. The fuse .box
was reported on fire and'svas
out on arrival of .the firemen.
Two trucks with five regular
and one volunteer firemen an-
-meted -tlw
ence, and mathematics. Area
s
for improved instruction in
 in-
dustrial arts, music, and 
bus-
iness education are provi
ded.
The keynote for all of 
the
planning has been utility 
and
flexibility that will accommod
-
ate the new and changisg 
curri-
culum.
The spokesman for the Boar
d
concluded with: "This buildin
g
is being designed for a 
sound
and progressive educational 
pro-
gram that will permit a w
ide
variety of courses to be offere
d
to more nearly meet the ne
eds
of our changing society."
Scout Troop 11.  
Has Inspection
And Roll Call
Boy Scout Troop 77 conduct-
ed its annual roll call and uni-
form inspection Monday even-
ing, March 30. The Inspection
is part of the Rechartering
ceremony each scout unit con-
ducts for charter renewal.
The Four Rivers Council Dis-
trict Commissioner, Don Birch-
field, was the inspecting officer,
Star Scout Mike Alexander re-
ceived the coveted Best DI-eas-
ed Scout award with First
Class Lynn Rogers and Second
Class Robert Underwood vary
close behind.
Star Scout Ronnie Billington
received the Attendance Award
for the year 1969, an award
granted for the best attendants-
record
Badges of office were given
to the new leaders of the troop
as follows:
Senior Patrol Leader — Steve
Porter, Asst. Senior Patrol Lea-
der — Alan Lemons, Patrol
Leader — Mike Alexander,
Patrol Leader — Mark Buck-
ingham, Asst. Patrol Leader—
Mikel Burkeen, Asst. Patrol
Leader — Robert Underwood,
Troop Scribe— Mark Thurman,
Troop Liberian — Tim Wallen.
Troop 77 meets each Monday
evening at 6:30 p.m. in the base-
ment of the First Christian
Church. Boys interested in
scouting are invited to attend.
Boy Scout Troop 77 Nen Officers. Front row left to
right — Robert Underwood, Assistant Patrol Leader, Ti
m
Wallen, Librarian, Mark Thurman, Scribe, Steve Porter, Sen-
ior Patrol Leader; Back row left to right — Mikel Burke
en,
eisjstant Patrol Leader, Mike Alexander, Patrol Leader,
Aran Lemons, Assistant Senior Patrol Leader, Mork Bu
ck-
ingham, Patrol Leader
Don Birchfield, Four Rivers Council District Commies-
toner, left Is showri,with.Ster Scout Mike Alexander wh
o
received.** coveted but dame! Scout Award at the
 Troop
Birchfirdsi was the inspecting officer.
Call
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Lord Between the Lakes offic-
ials to anskinsite that Hillman
Ferry Campground will open
on April 10 instead of April 15
as announced last tall. This
earlier date will enable visitors
to utilize the facility during
spring vacation.
Several changes, which wial
be effective on April 10, have
been made in the user fees for
family campgrounds. The basic
rate has been increased to $2
per day. The previous $1 charge
for the use of boat launching
ramps and 25-cent fee for ve-
hicles with holding tanks have
been eliminated. The fee for
use of electrical outlets, 25
cents per day, will remain the
same.
Hillman Ferry Campground,
which is located in the north-
The
hostess can help you
over the anxiety of get-
ting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood busi-








ern portion of Land Between
the Lakes, is the largest of
three family campgrounds. It
offers approximately 300 camp-
sites, 75 of which have elect-
rical outlets. The 50 trailer
sites in the area are laid out in
a circular pattern. Each camp-
ing unit is situated beside a
one-way drive connecting the
broader, circular roads. This de-
sign makes possible pull-through
sites, eliminating the necessity
for backing.
Piney Campground is open
year-round Located on toe
Kentucky Lake shoreline just
a few miles north of U.S. High-
way 79 in Tennessee, Piney has
100 tent and trailer sites, eacn
of which is provided with elect-
ricity. An additional 100 sites
are under construction. Heated
central service buildings pro
vide year-round comfort f o r
campers. Rushing Creek Camp-
ground, located on an embay-
merit overlooking Kentucky
Lake near the Kentucky-Ten-
nessee state line, will open May
27.
Facilities in each of the camp-
grounds include graveled camp-
sites, modern central service
buildinp, picnic tables and
grills, boat launching ramps,
playgrounds, marked swimm-
ing areas, and c supervised re-
creational program during the





THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q) How does the $100 de-
ductible on a casualty loss
work?
A) The first $100 of a non-
business casualty or theft loss
is not deductible. Amounts
over that can be deducted but
the loss must be reduced by
insurance or other reimburse-
ment received or expected to
be received.
The $100 deductible applies
to each loss. This is further
explained in the 1040 instruc-
tion package.
Q) I've been unable to get
a W-2 form from the job I
had before I moved here. What
should I do?
A) If you cannot get this
W-2, report all your income
and withholding as accurately
as you can and file your re-
turn on time. Explain why the
W-2 is missing on *e back
of the Form 1040 and tell how
you figured the withholding.
Q) Lest year my tax pay-
ment was not properly cred-
ited by IRS. What can I do to
keep this from happening
again?
.4) Pet your Social Security
number on your check or
money order, make this pay-
able to the Internal Revenue
Service, and indicate what the
payment is for. Should your
payment be separated from
your return or notice accom-
panying it, this iden,tifying in-
formation will assure that the
payment is properly credited.
Cash should never be sent
through the mails.
Q) My father never took out
his citizenship papers. Does
that mean I won't be able to
claim him as a dependent?
A) If he is a resident of the
United States and the other
dependency tests are met, you
may claim him as a dependent.
Q) Can I add my driver's
license tam and auto tags to
my alter state and load
taxes?
A) These two items are
generally not deductible. Your
auto tags could qualify, how-
ever, if this fee is based on
the value of your ear,
Q) To claim the retirement
income credit, is it necessary
to have worked each of_tha
last ten years? •
A) No, to qualify for this
credit, you need only have
earned at least $600 in each
of any ten calendar years be-
fore the current year. Instruc-
tions and) the schedule for
claiming this credit may be
found in the Form 1040 pack-.
(1) I started working last
year when my husband was
sent to Vietnam by the Army.
What do I do about our tax
. return?
A) You have several choices.
- You may file a separate return
based on just your earnings
and then when be comes back,
amend it to a joint return for
the same period. This will give
you the advantage of the lower
rate:, for joint returns. You
can also postpone filing until
your husband leaves Vietnam
and file a joint return then.
Another possibility is for
you to file a joint return now
indicating in the space pro-
vided for his signature that
he is "serving in a combat
zone." When reporting his in-
come, remember that pay re-
ceived each month while in a
combat zone by enlisted men
and warrant officers is not tax-
able. Commissioned officers can
exclude the first $500 each
month.
For more information, con-
tact your local IRS office. They
will be glad to help you.
Q) If I pay someone to pre-
pare my return, isn't he re-
sponsible for it being accurate?
A) No, you the taxpayer
are responsible for the accu-
racy of income and expenses
reported on your return. For
this reason, it is advisable to
If the entries on the
form before you send it in.
Make sure, too, that the form
you file has the label with
your name, address and So-
cial Security number attached.
Q) Last year! sold some of
the shares I received in a
stock split. What de I us as
my coat basis?  
Al Divide the total number
of your shares in this com-
pany's stock into the original
purchase price to obtain the
average coat of the shares you
are selling. Report this on





LEXINGTON, Ky. — The
Holstein-Friesian Association of
America, Brattleboro, Vermont,
hes released the results o n
herds enrolled in the Dairy
Herd Improvement Registry
(MIR) official tooting pro-
mo*.
Herds tested for the UK Col-
lege of Agriculture and C. E.
Gibson, Paris, Kentucky, rated
high in milk and butterfat pro-
duction levels established by
Registered Holstein cows in the
Kentucky arise.
UK received the following
test results: Sally Plain View
Victor, a six year old, produced
24,620 lbs. of milt-end 812 lbs.
al butterfat in 304 days Alstar
Dean Ardith, a two year old.
had 18,000 lb& of milk and 636
lbs. of butterfat in 305 days
Schoolmaster Dancing Gilt a
eix year old, had 20,750 lbs. of
milk arid 762 lbs. of butterfat
In 306 days. UK Champion
Schoolmaster Carol, a two year
old, bad 17,940 lbs. of milk and
576 lbs. of butterfat in 306 days.
UK Champion Aristocrat Cathy,
another two year old, had 19,-
340 lbs. of milk and 560 lbs. of
butterfat in 364 days.
Included in the herd tested
for C. E. Gibson, Paris, Ken-
tucky; Meadow Glade Perseus
Dawn, a six year old, produced
lbs. of mill and 786 lbs.
of butterfat in 365 days. Bur-
ley Roburke Supreme, another
six year old, had 21,806 lbs. of
milk and 757 lbs. of butterfat in
365 days. Burley Laird Philly,
beginning at the age of one
year, 11 months, had 17,837 lbs.
of rank and 644 lbs. of butterfat..
in 366 days.
These new production fig-
ures may be compared to the
estimated annual output of R.-
Bowling Green, Ky. — West-
ern Kentucky University will
host its annual KEA Get-Togeth-
er Breakfast Friday, April '7, at
8 a.m. (EST) in the newly-re-
decorated Crystal Ballroom el
the Brown Hotel in Louisville.
The Breakfast, which has
been held in conjunction with
the Kentucky Education Assoc-
iation convention since the
1930's, has become a tradition-
al highlight of each school year
for all persons connected with
Western.
Informational headquarters
will be maintained by Western
in the main lobby of the Kee-
tucky Hotel. Beginning Tuesday
evening, April 14, represents
tives of the University will be
Emotional Health Of Child
To Be Topic Of Discussion
A day-long workshop, con-
cerned with the emotional
health of school children will
be conducted at the J. U. Bete'.
16K/Mli Center in Mayfield,
Kentucky on April 10, 1970.
Sponsored by the Sedalia
P.T.A., for the First District
P.T.A., the workshop will in-
clude a panel of specialists from
local schools, the Community
Mental Health Center of West-
ern Kentucky, and physicians
and nurses. Featured as guest
speaker will be Mrs. Jane Hart,
of the Kentucky Department of
Mental Health.
According to Glynn E. Wilson,
President of the Sedalia P.T.A.,
the program will commence at
8:30 a.m. and continue until
4:(103. p.m. Lunch will be served
for all attendees at the J. U.
Kevil Center. A registration fe,-
of $2.00 will cover all expensis
including coffee and the lunch.
Wilson emphasizes that all
interested in the health and
welfare of the school age chili
are welcome; and asks that
those planning to attend repo
to him by April 6, at 114 No
7th Street, Mayfield, Kentucky
42066.
..314EviskiTgiffiVI,k
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The 04Cll Caret She.
in the headquarters to provide
information about Western's
graduate and undergraduate ac-
ademic programs, admissions,
housing, financial aid, alumni
affairs, and summer school.
They will be in attendance thr-
oughout the entire LEA Con-
vention.
President Dero G. Downing
of Western has announced that
tickets for the Breakfast are
now on sale in the University's
Business Office. They will be on
sale during the LEA convent-
ion at Western's headquarters
In the Kentucky Hotel in Lou-
isville.
Everglades snails
FLAMINGO, Fla. (UPI) -
Being "out on a limb" popes
no problem for the rare and
colorful tree snails of Everglades
National Park. In fact, they
prefer this kind of life. Guide;
at Flamingo, the Park's tourist
center, point out that one oi
the few times these tiny ere&
turn touch the ground is ft
deposit their eggk -As soon a
the babies are born, they in
stinctively climb up the nearest




FRANKFORT, Ky. — Young
girls in high schools all over
the U.S. are preparing for their
future — in homes or in jobs—
by participating in Future
Homemakers of America (FHA)
activities.
FHA, with a membership of
604,000 teenage girls, works to
help members improve in per-
mow, fasally, and comasaadar
MIARRAlfi;




The organization provides op
portunities to adapt to dual
roles of homemaker and wage-
earner.
As more and more women
seek employment outside the
home, job training has become
an essential function. Girls who
may or may not go on to col-
lege are encouraged to learn
skills and crafts that might
supplement a family income lat-
er.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn urged
Kentuckians to give proper re-
cognition to Future Homemak-
ers in a proclamation designat-
ing April 5-11 Future Home-
makers of America Week the
oughout Kentucky.
DOWN THE DRAIN—Gerard Roberto (left), hangs onto his'
daughter Laura. 5, as rescue workers try to extricate her
from a drain pipe at Brophy Playground in Boston. Firemen







several changes have been
made in the Commodity Credit
Corporation loan program un-
der which farmers may borrow
funds for constructing on-farm
storage structures and purchase
of drying equipment. Mr. Jack
Welch, Chairman of the State
Agricultural Stabilisation and
Conservation (ASC) Committee,
said the changes should help ex-
pand on-farm storage and dry-
ing capability and should per-
mit more orderly marketing and
improved returns.
The period of farm product-
ion used in determining stor-
age structure needs for lose
purposes has been extended to
two years compared with as
year's production previously us-
ed, Mr. Welch said.
The changes include an in-
crease in the maximum amount
producers can borrow for dry-
ing loans to 85 percent of the
net cost up to 26,000. This com-
pares with the previous rate of
65 percent, up to $2,500.
The interest rate on the loans
has been increased to a 714 per-
cent annual rate, compared to
a previous annual rater of
percent. The Chairman i added
also that essential In-storage
operating equipment may be In-
cluded In • loan made for stor-
age and drying equipment
changes in the loan program
have been made as the result
a a review announced by the
us. Department of Agriculture
last December, Mr. Welch said.
Further informItion on the
Loan program and applications
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By Puritan & Forever Young REDUCED
821 lbs. (4,103 quarts) of milk
and 325 lbs. of butterfat by the
average US. dairy cow, said
the national Holstein organise-
th
Production testing is made a-
vailable, on a fee basis, through
the cooperative efforts of the
state and local testing aSIOCia
dons and Holsteth-Friesian
sociation of America.
The first railroad in Japan was
built in 1872.
C..
The tallest building in Hong
Kong is the 31-story Interna-
tional Building.
WEDNESDAY — APRIL Li
Parking in Stockholm
STOCKHOLM (UM If
you're visiting Stockholm by
atilo, be careful where you urk
your car overnight. If it's in
an illegal parking area, you may
not find it in the morning and
it will cost you 200 kroner ($40)
to get it back.
Each night, Stockholm. au
thorities move about 80 ears,
trucks and other vehicles which
have been parked on forbidden
streets. The vehicles are taken
to a lot where they can be re-
trieved on payment of a fine.
,-,,,,,weNneNrsne-trIr)r)(-)00c),
NOW ENDS. TUESDAY,
MEET MA BARKER WHO TOW,
HER BIBLE, HER HYMN BOOK AND
HER TOMMY GU AND RAISED
FOUR SONS ANJD MORE HELL
THAN MOST O THE MOBS
IN CHICAGO,
ANISa 1.10401.SON re SAMUEL gator
DON DIANE
3 MINGLE STROUD • VARSI
0 0000000..0000000 COLO howv
).
03elk




Mens Sport Coats!!E 51888
Reg. $35.00












I RESS YOUR IDEAS!I DevIlop Poke, Confidence .I
-1 , Abiliti to Deal With People
I Learn How You Can Develop These Qualifies
I Through the World Famous
! DALE CARNEGIE COUitSE
I 111Mali Coupon To: General Delivery, Murray, Ky. 42.71.1 _5.ftwamminunderhy.:i :
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teatime/ abnormality ma remov-
al of his appendix while Weg-
ener is recovering from an op
("ration laat October on his right
elbow.
The Yankees erupted for
eight runs in the ninth inning
to defeat the Twins.
Byron Bnowne, an ex-Cardin-
at. drove in lour runs with a
double and a triple to evert the
PhilleTWideee.
Tom Map* Mewed two hits
in seven lemitip of work to help
U he Angels win, Sal Bando spark-
ed the Athletics' triumph with
a grand-slain homer, double
and single, and Johony Bench
rapped a pair of rtin-producine
doubles in the Reis' triumph.
In other developments, the
Bostoo Red Sox reduced their
rooter to 27 by paring eight
men tram their squad, the
Twins reduced their squad to
26 by dropping 11 players and
pitcher Rick Hughes of the Car-
dinals retired from the active
becaua of a wore era
SIGNED TUESDAY
BOSTON run - Kent School-
field, who led Fkrida A. Is M.
in pass receptions with 30 cat-
ches last amen, ma gamed
Tuesday by the Barton Patriots
of the National Football League
Schoolfield, a 6-foci, 180-pound
high hurdles thermion, was the
ciub's 15th drift choice.
DENVER al - Dan Heater,
a teammate of Pete Marovich
at Louisiana State, signed Tues-
day with the Denver Rockets
of the American Bartalhal As-
sociation. Hester averand 16.1




NEW YORK WI -
Melees finds out about his fut-
ure as a nae4or Leaguer natal'
when banshee Coneniesiceer
Bowie K111212 announces the pen-
alty, if any, which will be 'm-
ix:wad on the Detroit Meer
erear pitch. -
Kuhn placed Meanie ea Ka
definite auspention on Fab. 19,
pending investigation by his
staff into the alleged eambking
activities the 26-yeerekl right-
ism anvotsied in three
ago in Detroit.
A rational apoets magazine
came out with a story last Feb-
ruary linking Mcietn with a
g,asubling syndicate to Detroit
in 1967. The •--"' 's
staff has completed its investi-
gation on the subject andthe
commissioner ha scheduled a
noon news conferenoe at a mid-
town hotel to senounat the
findings. .
McLain, etc wan 31 penes-
foe the Tigers in 1968, said
night he wank not At-
tie news embrace but




ATLANTA tat - Physicians
confirmed Ty that Roo
Reed's broken collartxoe was
healing properly. It was at first
thought the Atlanta Brave pit-
cher would have to undergo a
second operation to correct dam-
suffered when he tripped





NEW YORK (UPI)- The St.
Louis Cardinals are rather
=dosed and it's perfectly
under standabl e.
On logic alone they should be
getting ready to defend their
world championship right &boot
now. A year ago everybody
made them automatic winners
before the baseball season even
Meted.
So much for logic alone. With
that out of the way, here's what
I think of this year's pennant
races.
Philadelphia and KRUSIL5 City
can be the major surprises and
the Mats, Detroit and Minneso-
ta the big flops.
I look for Baltimore to win in
the American League East
again, Oakland to the West,
Pittsburgh In die illebOnal
League East and Los Arigeles
in the West. Baltimore and
Pittsburgh would be the pen-
nant winners and if that still
doesn't take you far enough. I
like the Pirates to wind up with
the grand prize.
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Pirates Set For Move From
Forbes Field On May 29th
By FRED NichAANE
UPI Sports Writer
The Pittsburgh Parates are
di Mat for May 20.
Om that day the Pirates are
scheduled to move out of ac
ions Yates Mid-their home
for neigAg al peeme-and into
brand nee Tines Rivers &Ad-
ria whim U4 Irene run di-
=idiom TEL SIM aP-
peeing.
The Pirates look ei if they
can't wait. They raised their
home run total to 17 for their
lest eight exbibitice games
Tuesday When they slammed
out these in a 12-3 rout of the
New Yost Nets.
Roberto aemente, Jerry May
and Bichie Helmer each collect-
ed a homer to paoe a 15-hit at-
tack as the Pirates retied their
spring exhibiticie record to lb-
?.
k other Tuesday exhibition
action, the Chicago White Sox
edged Weehington, 6-6; Mon-
treal nipped Kansas City, 2-1;
the New York Yankees beat
Minnesota, 9,2; Philadelphia
beet St. Louis; 12-11; California
topped Seattle, 4-2; Oakland
beat the Chicago Cubs, 13-7, and





throwing ezeor in the eighth
inning enabled Bill Melton to
score the winning sun for the
While Sox.
Steve Renko pitched six inn-
ings of fourhit ball and knock-
ed in one run with a single to
aperk the Expos' victory. The
Expos also placed titi
Ty Cline on the 80-dey disabled
list and pitcher Mike Wegener
on the 21-day &babied list. Cline
was olperated on Monday for
oormttion of a raknor lower in-
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., - ALREADY
SIGNED - The East-West College All-Star
basketball 'erne Saturday In Indianapolis
inctuded four players who have sweatysigned pro contracts. L-R, Dan Inuit of
Kentucky, with Kentucky of the ABA; Rick
Mount of Purdue, with Indiana of the ABA;
Charlie Scott of North Carolina, wfth
Washington of the ABA and Mary Winkler of
Southwest Louisiana, with Milwaukee of the
NBA.
That S Chris Clark. Boh lOhertini ferry Goad and John tachiee
informed with all the latest News, Weather and Sports at 6 3






Teem Standings W. L.
Night Owls 67 37




Red Birds 61 43
Befuddled FOUT 33 51
Turtles 30 54
Alley Cats 43 36
Benots 4434 5944
Rolling Stones 43 81
L. S D. Plus 1 - •40 64
Rollers 36 68
Striaes 32 72
High Teem Gam* SC
Night Owls  774
Red Birds  751
Reapers  718
High Teem 3 Games SC gathered,-coupled with their own
Night Owls  2110 experience, and knowledge in
Reapers  2247 boating safety, the committee
Pin Busters  2035 recently submitted a number of
High Teem Game HC recommendations: Here are
Night Owls
High Ind. Game SC
Lyman Dixon 
Noble Knight __....-
T. C. Hargrove 
Marilyn Parks 
Joyce Roland 
Lete Nortworthy  182 to approving buoy ant clothing.High led- 3 Seloille SC kit life-saving equipment shouldLyman Dixon 
Vernon Riley  166010 he colored International Orange.
T. C. Hargrove  hardware appendages for fasten-
Marilyn Parks  
572
Joyce Roland  
519 ing devices should be located si
486 4:edtoreleafecittate ease in attachment
Pats,' Neale ........... -




Noble Knight _- __ 
250 them on all motorboats.
Jerel Trees  
246 -Sound Signals: Eliminate
Joyce Roland  
zo the ship's bell requiremitnt for
Leta Normorthy  
243 (lass If vessels. but keep it for
24j (lass III. Require sound-produc-
MarilHyn4hPartahia. 3 eemes Hc 2,34 ,eig devices on all vs-seek Pro-
Lyman Dixon  
7031,1:Taibifit.the use of sirens on pleasure
Jim Lee 
`  654  -Lights: Consider adoptionVernon Riley
Joyce Roland  
638 of a single standard system for
Leta Noraworthy  
618 pleasure craft, preferably inter-
Marilyn Parts  
612 national light ruies. Deiete the
High Averages (Men) 
594 light intensity requirement. Re.
T. C. Hargrove  
luire all nonmechanicilly pro-Jim Neale 
Lyman Dixon  
133 pelted boats under way between
1_ sunset and sunrise to display a
Fred Stalls  
195'160 degree light. „
Delmer Brewer  
178, -Ventilat' : . Publish slwri-
Nigh averages (Wenien)1"
Marilyn Parks •  
178 and 'HI out acceptable forintla
1:4414.• Indica-I:num. .standards. tidierefor,L J. Hendon 
Betty Dixon  
164 
rminmg respire open
160 space for natural ventilation.
,isapyoeatsybei NRowpeawlteLmds ___:::::: 141771derthAa;oliriiiir:n. d Line: Require






SAN FRANCISCO at - Wil-
lie McCovey, the National Leag-
ue's Most Valuable Player, goes
into the University of Californ-
ia Medical Center again today
to have his eye examined.
The neon in M.cCovey's right
eye has been impaired and he
came home from the San Fran-
cisco Giants' good-will trip to
Japan Tuesday with little chee-
se in the condition of the eye.
He used to be 20-20 in that
eye but now is 20-30. It is not
a serious problem but McCovey
and the Giants are al:WOW to
clear it up.
The big slugger became aware
of the condition at the start of
ring training this year. An
etienination at the UC
Medical Center indicated the
coixiition was brought on
medioation McCovey has been
taking over the last three years
for an arthritic knee.
Be was taken off that medi-
aid put on a new one,
Wit the eye has not responded.
-I'm really not all that wor-
ried about the eye," McCovey
"but I'd like to have aerie-
assure me it will be all
t. I'll say this, I'll be in the
on opening do."
Boating
MASTERS TIME - An Outstanding
international field of golfers compotes in the
1970 Masters Tournament at the Augusta
(Ga.) National Golf Club, to be broadcast on
the CBS Television Network Saturday April
11 (5:00-6:00 PM, EST) and Sunday, April
12 (4:00-5:30 PM, EST). The competitors
••••
WEDNESDAY - APRIL 1 IVO
include Julius Bores (upiiir lift). Don
January (upper right), Al Giebaroar
(bottom), teeing off, and Tom Weiskopf,
looking on with club in hand. A 30-minute
preview special, "Meet the Masters," will be
presented on the Network Sunday, April 5
(5:30-6.00 PM, EST.).. •
By JACK WOLISTON
NEW IORK ((1P1)-New pro
posed federal boating legislatior,
repeal-of-peesentrip-
men t requirements for pleasure
 boats and instead would give the
-Coast I:uard authority to adopt
equipment requirements ,by noodNEWwillYORKfinauerilyetg-hisC urtday
regulation.
# 'I he object would be to make in ,c°urt'
it casier to alter equipment re- Tuesdays'et"Zy :re eshetC°Dark;
quirements according to curren Flood's fight t Oft, needa and advances is Nimomiwilenarve cloumto overturnwill.say- officially Men In federal court
With this in mind, the Coast
Guard in 1968 asked a repre-
sentative boating panel to eval-
uate the adequacy of present
federal equipment requirements
and make recommendations is
to which should be continued,
which modified, or any other
safety equipment which ought
to be included.
The group - the Adyisory
Panel of State Officials to the
Merchant Marine Council of the
U.S. Coast Guard -appointed a
study committee which during
1969 conducted a questionnaire
•urvey of state boating law ad-
ministrators to obtain a con-
sensus on equipment regulations
which the states felt to be
naary or desirable.floc
Based upon the information
,.... Ina -ease of them: •
Red Birds ____ ___ 855. -Life-saving Devices: The
Reapers   836 6:oast Guard, in cooperation with
High Team 3 GSM* FIC industry, should endeavor to
Night Owls  24 approve life-saying equipment
Reapers  2401 that will be more acceptable to
Pin Busters  2371 the Abbe from the standpoint
of comfort and wearability. Re-
quire approved devices on all
vessels. Consideration should
231 lie given to removing buoyant
MI ushions from the list of Coast
1J9 Guard approved equipment and
DATES SET FOR
FLOOD IN COURT
Flood previously had alike i
Judge Cooper for an immediate
injunction preventing the St.
Loins Cardinals from trading
him to the Philadelphia Phil-
lies, but on March 4 the judge
denied Flood's request on gro-
unds that it "would work the
type of unfair surprise and car- ST. LOUIS nin Defense-
ry the same sort of sudden of- man Noel Picard returns to ac-
fact" that the U. S. Supreme tion with the St. Louie Blues
Court took pains to avoid in its tonight for the National Hockey
earlier decisions. League game with the Oakland
It is ormaile a death. will Seek. Picard has been aides
be reachedin- District Court be- lined after surgery of a abet-
tore the season Is over, but the teed due.
loser will then appeal to the
U. S. District Court of Appeals
and then to the Supreme Court






Buy 1 Regular CHICKEN DINNER
at reg. price of 1,19
Get 2nd Box for -
- ONLY NO
(This gives you 2 CHICKEN DINNERS for ONLY $1.69
Skip Crook
Manager of DANIEL BOONE
Invites Everyone
to TRY THE EXCELLENT FOOD
and Take Advantage of
These Specials.
rI
FREE Between llam & 2pm With purchase







SPEAKER AND HOSTESS — Mrs. C. C. Lowery, Murray.
Ky., chairman of Trustees of Community Women's Clubs was
guest speaker at the meeting of the Mayfield Community
Woman's Club Tuesday night at the Kevil Center. She spoke
on the 75th Diamond Jubilee Celebration. Mrs. Lowery is
pictured being served coffee by Mrs. David Severns, hostess for
the meeting.
Photo by Joe Hayden
Sheila Ann Sirls Weds
Billy Dale Gold
In a February candlelight
ceremony, miss Sheila
Sins and Billy Dale Gold were
united in marriage. The double-
ring ceremony was perfctrmed
by Rev. C.C. Brasher Jr., at
New Zion Missionary Baptist
Church.
The bride is the daughter of
Dos. Cora Sins and the late
Dale Sias of Benton. Route 5,
and the groom is the son of
mr. and Mrs. William Gold of
Benton, Route S.







program of nuptial musk was
presented by Mrs. Merlyn
Carey, organist.
The candles were lighted by
the- ushers, Bobby Gold, broth-
er of the groom, and Ricky
Byars, cousin of the groom.
Miss Rena Elkins isa..e.the guest
register.
The wedding vows were ex-
changed before the altar decor-
ated with baskets of pink and
white snapdragons, roses and
daisies and greenery siiiii-sema-
delabra at each side. The fam-
ily pews were marked with pink
and white satin ribbons.
The bride was given in mar-
riage by her uncle. mr. Milton
Gordon. The bride wore a for-
mal gown of silk faced peau de
sole fashioned with oval neck
and long tapered sleeves dec-
orated with lace and sprinkled
with seed pearls. The empire
bodice featured two small bows
with lace and pearls tothe hem.
The floor-length veil of illusion
trimmed with lace and seed
pearls fell from a single rose
encrusted wfth seedpearli.Ttie
gown was fashioned by the
bride's mother and aunt, Mrs.
Milton Gordon. she carried a
nosegay bouquet of white car-
nations and pink rose buds with
white velvet ribbon streamers
and pearls.
The bride chose Miss Joyce
Powell as her maid of honor.
She was attired in a formal
gown of pink crepe overlain
with pink chiffon and her head-
piece was a pink carnation with
pink veiling. Her bouquet was
pink and white carnations. The
bridesmaids were Sandra Inman
and Evelyn Hunter. They wore
formal gowns of pink crepe.
Their headdresses were pink
carnations and they carried
nosegays of white bud pink car-
nations with ribbon streamers.
The flower girl, Amy Byars,
cousin of the groom, wore a
dress styled the same as the
attendants. She carried a car-
nation ball of white carnations
and pink rose buds with white
tulle.
The ringbearer was Kevin BY-
ars, son of Mr. and mrs. Ron-
nie Byars. Serving the groom
as best man was Jimmy Hen-
son.
Mrs. Sins, mother of the
bride, chose a mint green dress
with beige accessories.
Mrs. Gold, mother of the
groom, chose a navy knifdreiss,
with matching accessories.
Both mothers wore corsages of
white carnations.
The grandparents attending
the ceremony were sir. and
Mrs. collie Henderson, mater-
nal grandparents of the bride,
Mrs. Bother sins, paternal
grandmother of the bride. sir.
and Mrs. Joe Friesen, mater-
nal grandparents of Hie groom
and sirs. Dan Gold, paternal
grandmother of the groom. The
grandmothers were presented
with corsages of white carna-
tions.
Following the re-ernony,
reception was held in the church
basement. Those serving were
Misses Charissa Morgan,
Rhonda Tucker, and Sharon
Brandon. -
The couple now resides in
Benton.
THELEDGER & TIMES — lL.RRAY. K
ENTUCKY
PERSONALS
Mn. Edith Edwards of Dex-
ter has been rhunissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital, Pa-
duce&
• • •
Mr. and Mn. Eugene Stone
of Jackson, Miss., and her mo-
ther, Mrs. Ann Palmer of
Louis, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Lee Stone and daughter. Nancy,
and her mother, Mrs. Cora Me-
Conatha, all of Kingsport, Tenn.,
were the Easter weekend guests
of the Messrs Stone's parents,
Kr. and Mrs. Fred Stone, Hamii-
ton Avenue, Murray.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Aussie Pool of
yal Oak, Mich., and Mr. and
re. Bill Collins and children,
chele, Paula, and Lois, of
y, Mich., are the guests of
and Mrs. Fred Stone and of
cre and L. C. Miller.
• • •
Bowerman & Clark
Vows To Be Read
At Hardin Church
Mrs. Katherine Bowerman,
Route 1, Bentoo announces the
engagement of her eldest daugh-
ter, Pamela, to Leonard Clark,
500 Oi Mr. and Mrs. Alton clerk
of Route 8, Benton. miss Bow-
erman is the daughter of the
late C.T. Bowerman.
Miss Bowerman is a Senior
at South Marshall High school.
r Mr. clerk is a 1968 graduate




A ball honoring Doris E
Mune& Illustrious Potentate o
Rupiah Temple, Madisonville
IA LS held on Saturday, Marc
213, at Convention Center in
Ropkinsville. sponsored by the
Hopkinsville and Fort Camphel
Shrine Clubs in conjunction
with the Etizpati Temple.
Dance music was furnished
by Jack Staulcup's Orchesrta.
The Potentate was host for a
breakfast followfrig the dance.
Shrine's and their wives at-
tending from Murray, Benton,
and Fulton were Mr. and Mrs.
Freed Cotham, Mr. and Mrs.
Don Robinson, Mr. and 3L-s.
Woodrow Dunn, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Story, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Dane Watkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce Wilson, and Mr. and Mn.
Jack Thompson. Mr. and Mrs.
James C. Williams were stiecial
guests.
The locai grew. wsui_ case.
night gueWi at the Vial* Tow.
en MoteL
presently employed with the
General Tire company of May-
field.
The wedding and reception
will be held on June 6 at the
Hardin Baptist Church.
No formal invitations will be
seat. Everyone is invited to







By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Mine is probably the best reason in th
e
world for sending you the enclosed note, and asking yo
u to
please publish it in your widely read column. 1 pray th
at it
will be read by many young people who are tempted to
 try
••elmige. The facts are es fellows:
• • Lest month, a railroad employe found the body o
f a
well-dressed youth in an abandoned boxcar 
behind the Union
Pacific depot in Tacbrna. Wash. Police were 
called and
the victim was identified as a 213-year-old 
youth whose
parents live in a Tacoma suburb. In his pocket was a
n empty
pill bottle. In his hand was the following suicide note
:
"Dear Father:
"I think you know the reason I've done this Dope 
ruined
my life and took away my happiness forever I 
could never
live in the state of mind I was in
"Please don't hate me too much for what I have do
ne. I
thought I found truth in what I was doing. 'experiencing 
life.
But I found out it was death I was tripping on.
"Dad, I hope to find happiness now even tho I 
know I.
destroyed my life and others with it
"I hope to God people taking dope find what I found
 in it
sooner than I did.
"Good-by. lather and love. Your Son. RICKY
-
rigs' peril
!POW %est \Islay ria (('P1)-
The Chinese Year of the 1)0g.
may be darigerrm• for pip in
West klalassia, reiaAnary ric
peels 'wan,. The danger of an
outbreak of 'ovine fever is real,
the) say, altlimigh it ma) not is,
on a scale larger than the epi-
demic' of 14166-6; ellen about
10.000 Pala perished .in Uriit
DEAR ABBY. This is_my first year living away 
from
home. Cl am at college]. My problem is my roommat
e. I have
never met such a maladjusted person in my whole 
life. I just
don't know how to cope with her. She is a senio
r and is
majoring in psychology She told me she became 
interested
in the subject following her nervous breakdown
. [I think she
is driving me to one.]
She is forever washing something. She has a hab
it of
washing her hinds every five minutes. I am not putting you
on, Abby. She even stops sorting laundry to wash her 
hands!
She's engaged to a high school senior and they spend
every week-end together when she doesn't go home. I
 am
afraid to talk this over with my parents. What should I do
?
ON THE VERGE
DEAR ON: Talk to your couaselee. explain Your problem
and ask for a change of roommates as soon as it can
 be
arranged. Your present roommate Deeds someone 
wise
"understands" her problems (which she appears to have in
abundance I. and you're not the girl.
DEAR ABBY. This is my first letter to you. I heartily
agree with "ALL MAN" who dislikes perfume for men.
Some of these new fragrances for men are so -
overpowering and disagreeable, that after a visit from one of
these "perfumed" ones, I have to air my home out thoroly.
I disagree with "ALL MAN" when he says that 
a
deodorant is unnecessary To me, it's the most important
part of a man's toilet. A shower is not enough. As you 
say,
there are many unscented deodorants on the market 
and
ALL men need something'
If there is anything worse than being next to a man wink
doesn't use a deodorant. I don't know what it could be.
BLOODHOUND NOSE IN K. C.
DEAR filtoolitiOUND: I do Aping next Is a WOMAN
who doesn't.
DEAR ABBY: Why does everybody put down beautiful
women? I was beautiful when I was young and I will never
forget what one Man said when he first saw me (It was a
blind date I
"Gee. she's beautiful' What's wrong with her?"
EV1E
What's your problems? You'll feel 
better if you get it off
year chest' Write is ABBY. ho
z 11/7•01. AS 'merles. Cal.
esees. Fn. a personal reply 
escinse stamped. addressed
esvelspe.
tease t• write fetters' heed Cl Is 
Abby. Isez 4111,4111. Los
Aligeles Cat. WM. tor 4blry's b
ooklet. "New Is Write lot
tens for 511 oceasams." ••••
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .
Wednesday, April 1
The lathes day luncheon will
be served at the Oaks Country
Club at 12:13 p.m. For reser-
vationS call Polly Seale ns.
rro Sue Steele 7534082, or
Lira Parker 75.3-29z1.
• • •
The Cherry Corner Baptist 'sons are invited to
Charch Woman's Missionary So. •
 • •
cie'y will meet at the church at
aeen p. ea.
• • •
The Faxon Mother! Club is
scheduled to inset at the school
at 130 p. as.
• • •
The Flint Baptist Church Wo•
auui's Missionary Society will
meet at the church at 7:30 p. m.
• • •
Members of the Women's So-
ciety of Christian Service of the
Hazel United Methodist Church
will have its call to prayer and
self-denial observance at the
/lurch at ten a. a. A eimenail 
dish luncheon will be served.
Mrs. D. N. White is prograft




The Toes and Country 
makers Club will meet at Oa
home of Mrs. Ellis Perry, ME
Magnolia, at 7:90
• • •
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at two
o. p. a. Hastesies will be Mew
dames M. P. Cluiitopher. DIck
*AK L LIllaliada. Wayne
Williams. and W. D. Omni.
I • •
The Wounew's Society of
Christian Service of the Dexter-
Hardin United Methodist Chur-
ch will observe the World Day
of Prayer starting at ten a. a.
and continuing until alter moos
A potluck lunch will be served
at 12 noon. Ts. public is invit-
ed.
• • •
The Hazel Elementary School
PTA will meet at the school at
seven p. m. with the program
by the third and fourth grades.
The executive board will meet
at 6:30 p. a.
• • •
Friday, Aprll 3
The Senior Citizens Club will
have its monthly potluck lunch-
eon at the Community Center,
Ellis Drive, at 12 noon viith Mrs.
Banta: Banks, Mrs. VIngle
Clark, and Mrs. Martha Golden
W hostesses. All interested per-
attend.
The New ProvidenceRidlng
Club will have a potluck nipper
at the Community Center, 11/1ii
Drive, at 6:30 p. a. Members
not change of data.
• • •
The Murray State University
Faculty Couples Bridge Club
will meet at the cafeteria of
the Student Union Building at
7:30 p.m. If you have not been




"Music Country Style Show"
will be held at the Faxon School
at 7:30 p. m., sponsored by the
Faxon Mothers Club,
ments will be sold. Admission
is Children 25 cents and adults
75 cents.
• • •
The Roaring Twenties Dance-
will be held at the Calloway
County Country Club from nine
pm. to one am. with music by
the Melody Men of Fulton.
Prises will be awarded for the
best costumes. Planning com-
mittee is Meows and Mesdames
Jack Blackwell, Don Robinson,
Stanford Hendrickson, Stark Er-
win, and Cecil Farris. Decors-
' will be Messrs and Mes-
W. C. Elkins, Buford





The Lottie Moon Group of
the First Baptist Church WMS
will meet at the home of Mn.
Allen McCoy at 7:30 pm. with
Mrs. Glen Hodges as cohostesk
• • •
The Kathleen Jones Group of/
the First Baptist Church WMS
will meet with Mrs. Gravu
Sledd at 7:15 p.m. with Miss Ha-
zel Tarry as program leader.
• S.
The WSCS of the Coldwater
United Methodist Church will
meet at the church at 7:30 p.m.
• . .
The Olga Hampton WMS of
he Sinking Springs Baptist
Church will meet at seven p.m
• • •









WEDNESDAY — APRIL 1.
41P.11.1
?bent 753-1917 or 753-41S1
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Darnell of
Murray Route Four are the par-
ents of a baby boy, Dustin Jay,
weighing seven Pounds two
ounces, born on Monday, March
30, at 10:12 cm. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Jeanne, age two. The father
employed at the Murray Divis-
ion of The Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Darnell of Murray
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
James Howard Kuykendall of
Murray Route Seven.
Mrs. Opal Kuykendall of Mur-
ray and Walter Gore of 'Crime;
are great grandparents. Xis.
Oflie Story of Pedk Telet.t_la a
greet great gramboothee
• • •
Mr. and lbw Joe Brae
Evans of Murray Route Five an-
isounce the birth of a baby girl,
Ginger Leann, weSghing six
pounds ten ounces, born on
Monday, March 30, at 8:50 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
HospitaL
The new father is employed
by the Parker-gleCtilaton Con-
struction Company.
Mrs. Buster Evans of Murray
Route Six and Edwin Thomp-
son of the Coldwater Road,
Murray, are the grandparents-
Great grandparents are Mr
and Mrs. Herman Tidwell of
Murray Route Three, Mrs. Flo-
ra Schroeder, Pottertown Read,
and Mrs. Cook of Murray.
of District 17 will meet in the
conference room of the Mur-
ray-Calloway County Hospital at
seven p.m. Willard Ails will
speak on "Drug Abuse". Meta
ben note change in data.
• • •
Tuesday, April 7
The Alice Waters Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the
bane of Mrs. James Byrn, 1117
Cirearansa Drive, at 9:30 CM




Mrs. Don Keller opened her
home on the College Farm
Road for the meeting of the
Ruth Sunday School Clem of
the First Baptist Church held
on Monday, March 30, at seven-
thirty o'clock in the evening.
The special guest speaker for
the occasion was Mrs. Harlan
Hodges who gave a most in-
spiring review of the book,
"Grandmother and the Priest"
by Taylor Caldwell.
Ws e Vernon C. Nance, class
president, presided end Mrs.
Clayborne E. Jones, clam teach-
er, led the opening prayer.
Delightful refreshments were
served by the members of
Group U composed of Mesdames
Keller, captain, Howard Giles,
Keys Moody, Vernon C. Nance
Bethel Richardson, Mandl Vic
eon, and Ted Lawson.
Others present, not previous-
ly mentioned, were -Meedemes
Karl Hussung, W B. McCuist-
on, James W. Parker, Gus Rob-
ertson, Jr., Lloyd W. Cornell,
Will Ed Stokes, Ralph D. Dar-
nell, and Evon Kelley. Mrs.
Marv* Holland sem a goats




Announcement has been made
of the marriage of Mrs. Jeanne
Willis of Williamsburg, Iowa
The ceremony was read on
Wednesday, March 11, by 3
family friend, Judge Herold B
Fleck, at Montezuma, Iowa.
The new Mrs. Gilderbloom re-
sided in Murray until last year.
She was the teacher of the
Special Education Class at Rob-
ertson School.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilderbloom are
now residing at 808 Woodland
Road, Oskaloosa, lows.
AFTER EASTER SALE
* BEGINS THURSDAY AT 10:00 A.M. *




























Just Received. . . New Shipment!
Two-fers & Four-fers
4 PR. NYLONS 
2 PR. PANTY HOSE_  $2.49
Store Hours: Thursday and Friday - 10:00 a.mTh:00 p.m.
, Store Hours: Saturday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m,.
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10 LB. BAG
WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE. BEL-AIR SHOPPMG CENTER





PRIDE OF ILL g 17 OZ. tiC1111 WHITE CREAM STYLE d CANS -,Pg
N •





LIMIT 2 CTNS. 9c





Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.





ROMP ROAST BONELESS LB. 990
CHUCK ROAST ENGLISH CUT LB 19































5 LB. BAG 49c




























CHILI KELLY'S WITH BEANS 3 
15 OZ. el
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Medicinal Herbs of Appalacia
Listed In Forest Service Book
By
Nevyle Shackelford, Staff Writer
UK College of Agriculture
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The use
of herbs as remedies for ail-
ments that afflicted him has been
practiced by man in every land
since the days of his genesis in
the Garden of Eden.
Through trial and error and
perhaps by accident in the years
that followed, be found that bar-
ks, roots, leaves, and blossoms
of certain plants had a desired
effect when employed in the treat-
ment of certain hurts and diseas-
es. This Imowledge gained was
handed down from generation to
generation and from land to land
until a more formal science of
medicine and medication became
established. The intriguing scien-
ce of botany is another result
of man's search for medicinal
plants.
Over a century ago, a gentle
and distinguished physician by
the name of Dr. Gunn wrote that
It was highly improbably that
an all-wise creator would create
man and subject him to diseases
for which there were no cures in
nature, and in the particular
region and climate of his inhab-
itance. This good and wise old
doctor used many herb reme-
dies In his long and successful
practice, but as time advanced,
medical science became some-
what contemptuous of this kind
of "doctoring' and looked von
the use of herb teas, leaf sal-
ves, and bark poultices as one
of the milder forms of sorcery.
But in recent years there has
been a startling turnabout in this
form of thinking, and now medi-
cal researchers are traveling
over the land, hunting down herbs
and taking a second look at old
folk remedies. Perhaps it is not
so strange that they are discov-
ering again that not a few of
these plants and ancient herbal
remedies actually possessed
considerable virtue in the gentle
art of healing.
Appropos to the subject is a
well-written and attractively-ill-
ustrated book just released by
the U. S. Forest Service called
"A Guide To Medicinal Plants of
Appalachia."
Mainly authored by Dr. Arnold
Krochmal of the Northeastern
Forest Experiment Station at
Berea, this 291-page book con-
tains descriptions and illustra-
tions of 126 medicinal plants that
exist in the Appalachian region—
plants that have been utilized
by country folk in treating their
diseases since the region was
first settled by pioneer Amer-
icans, and by Indians before
them. Not only are the Aants
described for easier identifica-
tion, but also there is informa-
tion about where to look for the
plants, when they bloom, what
part of the plant to harvest and
at what season of the year, and
the medicinal uses to which they
have been put.
There is a tremendous amount
of interesting plant lore between
the pages of this book, making
It valuable to botanists, medical
researchers, herbalists, and all
others interested in a delightful
natural resource and a most
precious gift from Old Mother
Nature, What is more, this fine
book is free for the asking.
According to Rita M. Ramm-
rath of the U. S. Forest Service,
the took will be sent without








This book will be of crnsiriPr-
able worth to 4-H youngsters
taking nature study courses at
summer camps. In fact, it should
be prized by all persons Interest-
ed in the glorious flora of Appala.
chia. It should not be requested,
however, just because it is tree.
Only those with a serious interest





Mr. R. E. Brooker, Chairman
of the Board of Marcort Inc.,
will be nominated as a Director
of The Tappan Company at the
Annual Meeting on April 27,1970,
according to an announcement to-
day by W. R. Tappan, President.
'We are delighted that Mr.
Breeter his agreed to serve as
a Director,' Mr. Tappan stated.
Mr. Brooker 's name appears in
Proxy material being mailed to
shareholders today.
'In our opinion, Mr. Brooker,
as President of Montgomery
Ward and subsequently ,as Chair-
man of Mar cor, has engineered
one of the greatest turn-arounds
of a major corporation in busi-
ness history.'
'Prior to his service with Mar-
cor, Mr. Brooker was President
of Whirlpool Corporation during
a period when it grew from a
small company to the largest
Independent appliance manufac-
turer in the nation. Needless to
say, this appliance background
should be of great *Ise to UN'
Mr. Tappan said.
Before his Presidency at Wh-
irlpool, Mr. Brooker had been a
Vice President and Director of
Sears Roebuck, in sharge of all
of Sears' manufacturing facili-
ties. He had previously been
employed by Firestone Tire &
Rubber Company and the South-
ern California Edison Company.
He is a graduate of the Univ-
ersity of Southern California who-
re be was elected to Tau Beta




LEXINGTON, Ky. — Former
New York Yankee center fielder




QUITE A HANDFUL—Mrs. William Kienast holds one of her
quintuplets, Sarah, at New York's Columbia Presbyterian
Medical Center. The five infant, have been gaining weight
at a rate of two to fur ounces a day.
Pl, Honorary Engineering Soc-
iety. He holds a B. S. Degree
and an Honorary LLD Degree,
He is a member of the Board
of Trustees of Chicago Memo-
rial Hospital and of the Armour
Research Foundation at the 111-
inois Institute of Technology,and
is a Trustee of the University
of Southern California and of the
Illinois Children's Home, and Aid
Society. He is a Vice Chairman
of the Advisory Board, YMCA,
of Metropolitan Chicago.
In addition to Mr. Brooker,
the following Directors will be
nominated for re-election.
Mr. D. E. Noble, President,
Rubbermaid Corporation, Woos-
ter, Ohio, Dr. G. H. Hatsorou-
los, President, Thermo Electron
Corporation, Waltham, Massa-
chusetts; Mr. It. B. Stewart, Jon-
es, Day, Cockle, and Reavis,
Cleveland. -
The balance of the Directors
have one to two years to serve
as a result of prior elections.
Listeners' choice
HONG KONG (UPI)—Radio
Hong Kong says that in this
Crown Colony of more than 95
per cent Chinese population,
Western classical music occupies
20 per cent of its broadcasting
time, compared with 1 per cent
for Chinese classical music.
on Conversation, on the Kentuc-
ky Educatioeal Television Net-
work at 7:30 p.m. April 7 and at
7 p.m. April 23.
Combs, the first Kentuckian
to be elected to the baseball's
Hall of Fame, played baseball
at Eastern Kentucky University
and minor league ball two years
at Louisville. He pined the Yan-
kees in 1924, and complied a
career tatting average of .325
In 12 seasons with the Yanks.
A serious accident in 1934
ended his career as an active
player. Combs crashed into a
wall while chasing a fly tall,
and suffered a skull fracture,
a broken shoulder and a broken
knee.
Currently he is vice-cnairman
of the Boards of Regents at Eas-
tern which has produced the KET
program featuring its distingui-
shed alumnus.
By Leonard Kimball
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Open gra-
ss and brush fires are causing
concern among fire fighters sta-
tewide.
"Small blazes set by property
owners to rid themselves of the
winter's accumulation of leaves,
dead grass and brush can turn
into uncontrollable fires, often
with great loss of property—and
even death",
D
 says state firs Mar-
shal Billy . Williams.
Both state and local laws pro-
hibit such opal fires, Williams
said, "and we are asking that
every citizen comply with those
requirements."
Under the law, no person may
kindle a hoefire or burn any type
of combustible material in any
street or alley, or on any pre-
mises or vacant lot, unless burn-
ing is done in a covered recap-
table of not more than one and
a quarter inch wire meshor
Such burning is permitted only
on still days during daylight hou-
rs and only then with an adult
attending the fire.
And the fire cannot be main-
tained closer than 25 feet to the
nearest building or structure
or to any area where standing
grass or weeds might if sparked
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['DISCOUNT
EAST SIDE OF THE SQUARE Murray
8:30 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.
Open Friday Night ̀Til 8:00
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perfect for oil your
picture memories!
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8:30 a .m . to 5: 15 p.m .
Open Friday Night 'Tel 8:00
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FIRST IN FINE MEAT
U. S. CHOICE
CHUCK STEAK LB. 59C 
SL ICED SL AB
BACON LB. 63c
OLD FASHIONED IN THE PIECE
BOLOGNA LB. 39c
S co p E REG. $1.19 ONLY 99c



















































































































LARGE STALK 1 9C
WASHINGTON STATE DEL.
APPLES -
RED OR YELLOW 
10/89
C
4 Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY










25 Tablets - 69* Value
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PRICE
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This Set Contains . . .
16 Teaspoons
8 Dinner Forks
8 Serrated Dinner Knives
8 8 Soup Spoons
8 Salad Forks





Plus 1 Gravy Ladle
Plus 1 Pastry Server
Plus 1 Cold Meat Fork
Plus 1 Pierced Serving Spoon
Plus 1 Sugar Spoon
Plus 1 Butter Knife
Plus 1 Table Serving Sppon
CUP COUPON I oll ill
COUPON WORTH '5.00
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LAWN CHAIRS
High tensile, polished round aluminum oversize
tubular frame. Poly marine coated hardwood
arms that give smudge protection and indoor-
outdoor utility. Assorted web colors.
2 Chairs for  '8.88
Matching Chaise Lounge '8.88
'CORNING WARE
BAKE 'N FRY SET
I Qt. Baking Dish
10' Covered Skillet
1 '14.90 ValueSave '6.02 $8.88
SAV-RITE SAVES YOU MONEY ON PRESCRIMONS
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Photos in 60 s,econsi,,
COMPARE...
Our Every Day Low Prices
On Film Developing
7 24 HOUR SERVICE -
18' Per Color Print!
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• by J. Robert (flobi Miller
.EGG MONTH: SPOTLIGHTING
AN 11,4PORTANT INDUSTRY
The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, having agricultural
promotion as one of its major
responsibilities, always welcom-
es special events which bolster
our objectives.
Since the Spring season is a
period of high production for
Laying flocks, April is being
Observed as "Egg Month" in
--Kentucky. Governor Louie B.
Nun has issued a proclamation
-111011oring this observance and the
Kentucky Poultry Federation has
a number of activities planned.
Practically all of our agricul-
tural enterprises have undergone
major changes in recent decades.
In years past most every rural or
farm family had a flock of chick-
ens for home use. Too, eggs
provided a source of income with
almost every country grocery
store serving as a receiving
station for fresh eggs.
These same stores also 'melt
produced by the farmers, as
well as hens culled from the
laying flocks. Where today's fry-
Were are products of specially
constructed houses, the fryers
of yesteryear were housed in
cc coops)).
Poultry and egg production are
highly specialized commercial
enterprises. A laying flock of at
least 10,000 birds is considered
to be about the minimum for a
profitable operation.
Present inventories show some
4 million chickens on Kentucky
farms, with about 3 million of the-
se being layers. Last year over
$18 million was realized by far-
mers from the sale of eggs. Ken-
tucky producers realized about
$4,5 million from the sale of
broilers.
Price.wlse, last year was a
good year for poultrymen. The
future outlook is good, with the
industry offering opportunities
for expansion The industry does
require a certain degree of spec-
lajjp#9p, bat with proper piano-
-int- and- management, there is
money to be made in poultry
and eggs.
Presently, Kentucky producers
are not producing enough eggs to
supply market demands.
Apart from the economic im-
portance of our poultry and egg
Industry, eggs play a major role
in our food supply. At a time
when food and nutrition are poin-
ts of concern for many Ameri-
cans, I_ think it wise to give
proper attention to those foods
high in nutrients - and eggs
meet this qualification.




Louisville, Ky. -Ii your total
estimated income and self-em-
ployment tax for 1970 exceeds
your income tax withholding by
$40 or more, you should rile a
declaration of estimated tax,
Robert J. Dath, DistrictDirector
of Internal Revenue for Kentucky,
said today.
Complete instructions on how
to file can be found on Form
1040-ES, which was sent to every-
one who filed a declaration last
year and others, who according
to IBS records iprobably are re-
quired to make a declaration.
Mr. Dath said vouchers and
pre-addressed envelopes were
Included in the p2P1f2ge for the
taxpayers' convenience.
Estimates for 1910 are due by
April 15, the same date that
1969 Federal income tax returns
are due.
A copy of the 1040-ES Form
Is available at local IBS offices
for those who need them but did
not receive copies in the mail.
Mr. Dath said now is the lime
to start working on your income
tax return. This will help you
avoid the last minute rush if you
run into something you are not
sure about and need more infor-
mation.
Taxpayers who fill out their
tax returns early avoid the risk
of making costly errors because
of haste and carelessness. Mr.
Dath said returns filed in April
are much more likely to result





CHICA40 (UPI) - The Inter-
Lutheran Commission on Wor-
ship has approved a newly-de-
veloped text for the rite of
Holy Communion which will be
published late this summer.
Spokesmen said the rite is
provisional, subject to revision
after congregational usage. The
conunission is an organization
created three years ago by _five
of the Lutheran churches in




Synod, the Synod of Evangelical
Lutheran Churches, and the




women can expect to live longer
than men by at least 4.4 years.
A survey shows the average life
span of Koren women is 64.1
years, compared with 59.7 years
for men.
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LocuoNG yew, Cheryl lirodv. a librarian. 31lowx her mall.
skirt I be scissored to a man in ,loantoan Detroit :it a
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OPEN EVERY EVENING TILL MIDNIGHT










2 LBO% 69 C
COFFE FOLGERS81POUND CAN  
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BREAST lb. 59C SINGS  lb. 29C
THIGHS lb. 55C LEGS lb. 55C
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REGISTER FOR YOUR FLORIDA VACATION
BRAND PRIZE -7 DAYS-6 NIGHTS
At Your Choice of a Wide Selection of Resorts








1 Comma meet be filled out completely
Or registration par couple
3 Demist mist be II o 110 yeato of ed.
Yeratiorar must M stroorspented hr
or 0 elegies bi another single sash tlf
Sc.. ass occupying the ems. roost
4 S Dey - mot d 4 Mr - 3 MO. Trrilnetc.
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charge stitch
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LETTUCE JUMBO HE AD
LIBERTY COUPON
DETERGENT KING SIZE 59c TIDE
With This COUPIQD 5.00 Add.
Purchase Exc.. Tobacco a
Dairy Products. ,
Vold Ada April 7th. 
50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
With This Coupon And $5.00
Or More Add. Purchase
Tobb. & Dairy Products Exc.
Void After April 7th
THIN SKIN
LEMONS DOZ. 39c
50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
With This Coopon And
The Purchase 01 10 Lb.
BAG RED POTATOES





50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
With This Coupon and the
Purchase of
2 LW Bag•CRADDOCH SAUSAGE
Vold -After Aoril 7th.
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RUSSIANS POST U.S. MAIL STRIKE NOTICE - The 1: 
S. postal strike was recorded in the So-
viet Union's newspaper Izvestia. This 
political cartoon's caption reads, "A New Means of





New Brunswick, N.J. - Sixty
young men vUl participate in a
Space Seminar at NASA's Ken-
nedy Space Center, Flag July
12-18, the Boy Scouts of Amer-
ica announced.
High school sophomores, one
from every state and ten foreign
countries, will be chosen for
their outstanding school leader-
ship, community service and sci-
ence interests in a nation-wide
competition now underway.
The competition is opal to all
youths not only Explorers, who
will be finishing their sophomore
year this spring. Applications,
which can be obtained :rota local
offices of the Boy Scouts of Amer-
ica, require each applicant to
write an essay of 900 words or
less on "What is Man's Future
in Space."
The Space Seminar is being
sponsored by Pepsi-Cola Corn-
pany, and the Hugh O'Brian Youth
Foundation in cooperation with
the Exploring Division of the Boy
Scouts of America and the Nation-
al Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration at the John F. Kennedy
Space Center. Explorers are me-
mbers of the high school action
program of the BSA.
Judging will be done on a local
and national basis by volunteer
Exploring leaders. The winners
will be flown to Cape Kennedy
for the intensive, week-long, 14-
hour daily seminars dealing with
every phase of the space pro-
gram. NASA officials will be on
hand to conduct the seminar and
for tabrmal discussion.
Highlights of the seminar will
Include boarding the 61,2 -millioo-
pound Crawler Rocket Transpor-
ter for an inspection while in
motion; a special briding on the
Apollo 14 mobile launcher; as-
cension of the launch umbilical
tower; and entrance to the Apollo
command and lunar module simu-
lators.
Mr. O'Brian began sponsoring
youth programs in 1958 after he
visited D. Albert Schweitzer in
Africa. He came away from that
stimulating trip with a desire
to create something that would
benefit youth. He founded the
Hugh O'Brian Youth Foundation
that has since conducted semi-
nars on a different subject each
year. For example, last year
the Hugh O'Brian Youth Foun-
dation and Pepsi-Cola sponsored
an oceanography seminar for Ex-
plorers at the University of Mia-
mi's Institute for Marine Scien-
ces.
"The Foundation purpose," ex-
plained Mr. O'Brian, "is to acc-
ent the positive; to pat the good
boy on the back and let him know
there is a reward for being a
respnnsible member of the co-
mmunity. We do this by seeking
out young men in their formative
years and providing opportuni-
ties, through yearly seminars
In a variety of fields, for their
leadership abilities to emerge
and develop and to motivate oth-







The early toll roads in Connecti-
cut exempted from the tolls
churchgoers, funeral attendants,
militia mentbers, and "people
going to the milk"
By PETER J. SHAW
LONDON (UPI) - Maimed in
the past by fire and war„ the
London of today faces potential
devastation by what was once its
heartline - the River Thames.
London is sinking 13 inches
each century. The Thames' high
tides are creeping upward. A
flood of the proportion that
ravaged Florence in 1965 is a
feared possibility.
The Thames spilling over
today's banks would inundate an
estimated 55 square miles of
London containing more than a






The government and the
municipal London authority, the
Greater London Council (GLC),
have after years of inaction and
bickering reached agreement
that some kind of tidal
obstruction in the Thames must
be built.
What 'and where - and who
pays - are still in question.
The GLC has proposed
erection of a tide barrier in the
form of gigantic sluice gates. The
estimated cost varies from $120
million to $250 million.
Another, problem pokes into
the barrier talk: any. tampering
with the natural flow of the tidal
Thames affects its scouring
action and would likely increase
pollution. _
0 f f ic fais estimate serious
flooding of central London is a
real possibility only about once
a century,.
But there have been nine
recorded near-misses since 1900
and a real disaster in 1953 when
the Thames overflowed
downstream - east of London -

















 1WE HAVE AN ANSWER
TO THE HOUSINti CRISIS!
REMEMBER...
Every '15,000 Savings Deposit
here means a ne,w home will
be built in your community!!
Murray _Branch
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Association
PK, 753 )121 3114 ç edlam 
Street
probing the 1953 flood
recommended all existing
Thames banks- and walls be
raised or a barrier built. In the
hardest-hit areas, banks were
raised.
Raising banks in the central
London area was rejected as top
oxpensive and too ugly. •
The flood defenses bu t
lower down the Thames since
1953 channele4he threat of
disaster upstream. The higher
banks mean a bigger upstream
surge
!he government and the GLC
hae between them already
spent about $600,000 on
surie!,s, siltation studies and a
giant model of the tidal Thames.
They rejected a permanent
dam because of siltation
problems that might bung up
London's myriad of docks.
The tide control barrier
proposed by the GLC would be
closed during ebb tides during
the flood danger period.
September to March, and
reopened on the flood tides if
the danger was nil.
So far the favored site choice
is Woolwich, near the Royal
Docks and the maritime museum
buildings built by Christopher
Wren. Crayfordness, farther
downstream, and Cannon Ftreet
upstream in the shadow of St.
Paul's Cathedral are two other
possibilities.
The Thames' flood danger is
increasing because of a southeast
tilt of Britain over the centuries
into the English Channel -
about 13 inches each 100 years
- and the surge problems caused
by raised banks downstream.
No longer are the old,
many-arched bridges of any use
as dams. •
In medieval times, and for
centuries thereafter, bridges
helped hold Father Thames in
"check
Now it is up to modern
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CHICAGO MOTORISTS GET THE DRIFT-Abandoned 
vehicles cog a snow-packed road in
northwest Chicago after a blizzard-like 
snowstorm piled the white stuff to a foot deep and
built up snowdrifts as high as four fe
et.
Honeybees shown sweet
on plastic, pastel hives
LETHERIDGE, Alberta
(UPI) - The honeybee is getting
with it. The bees prefer plastic
hives to more traditional
housing, it turns out - and go for
exterior decorating, too.
Dr. G. A. Hobbs of the
Canadian Agriculture Research
Station recently discovered that
Alfalfa leaf cutter bees work
harder and seem happier in hives
made from lightweight
polystyrene than in the
traditional wooden box nests.
The bees show a definite
preference for plastic hives of
pastel blue, and are particularly
attracted when they are painted
with symbols such as Y's, X's
and groups of parallel lines,
Hobbs reports.
The discovery is good news
for the farmer - who previ
ously
needed custom-made equipment
to fathion the intricate
tunnelwork of wooden hives.
Weighing only 13, pounds
compared to the average
45-pound wooden hive, plastic
nests are easier to assemble and
easier to handle.
The only problem comes
from mice, who will chew
through the plastic walls to eat
larvae if the hives are not
protected during storage, Hobbs
said.
Barring such misfortune, the
bees seem completely at home in
their modern environment, he
said.
sr *
The remains of 1,100 seamen
re in the USS Arizona, sunk by
the Japanese at Pearl Harbor.
COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 OLIVE _DOLIEy ARD
FRIER PICKUP and DELIVERY -
Truly Pine Cleaning * Phone 753 31152
Assemblies of God
work for Indians
SPRINGFIELD. \10. (I PI)
The Assemblies of Go4l is ex-
panding the indigenous: church
principle of its 01,1.1.S4.:11:4 sui..ni. Ills
to work amoug .1niericati
“Ue have missionaries who
have served among the Ameri-
can Indians for years.- and they
will be needed for some to
COMIC," said the • Rev. CA II-
Scott, executive director of tlw
denote, ina Ii (Will' NliN:j(111S
Ikpartment. "But the share
our conviction that the task of
evangelization ran lw carried out
most effectively by the Indian.
theiiim4vcs, and that the Indian
church will grow stronger under
Indian leadership.-
The 'Tim. -:,cott made the
Audi-min t ill announcing plans
for expansion of the flepoinifia.
(ton's American Indian Bible In.
stilitte in Plownix. An/. s
*
The first commercial manu-
facturer of cowIwIls was the
Barton Bell Co., founded in
1793 at Vast Hampton, Conn.
. * * *
The South's largest cit!,.
Houston, Tea., covers about 110
square miles.
An average of 36 ships pa.s
through tlw Panama Canal flails.
•.* *
A satellite sines is is,, named
lowalise it van multiply itself
only when another vinis is
same Ca,
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"Come to Ben Franklin ... Shop Where Yi,tir Neighbors Shop"
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Insurance rate reductions up to
35 percent in two classes of G. I.
National Service Life Insurance
policies were announced by Doe.
aid E. Johnson, Administrator
of Veterans Affairs.
Veterans holding policies aft-
ected by the new rates will save
$10,000,000 in premium paymen-
ts every year, Mr. Johnson said.
The Administrator said also
that premium reductions becom-
ing effective this fall will benefit
almost 600,000 veterans, approx-
imately 10 percent of VA's total
number of policyholders.
Premiums on one group of
about 164,000 life insurance pol-
icies will be reduced an average
18 percent, saving veterans about
$5.6 million annually, Johnsoo
said. These reductions result
from increased interest emir).
gs in this insurance fund. He said
this reduction applied only to
policies bearing the prefix "J"
- not to those with "JR" and
,,js,..
He added that these policies
were issued in 1965 and 1966
when insurance programs were
re-opened to certain dbzzbled vet-
erans who were insurable as
standard insurance risks.
Administrator Johnson said pr-
emium reductions averaging 35
percent will be made to a second
group of some 420,000 veterans
with five-year renewable term
policies bearing preffaes "V",
”RS" and "W" and Carrying
the "optional total disatility in-
come" rider.
Reductions on these riders will
save these veterans about $4
million a year. They were made
possible because claims were
less than anticipated.
Mr. Johnson stressed that sin-
ce affected veterans will be affe-
cted veterans will be notified of
the premium reductions, it Is not






County Ranger reports that
every single year it happens.
Millions of dollars in employ-
ment, untold hours of woodland
enjoyment, all go up in smoke
in our Kentucky forests. There's
no good reason for it. No real
reason why we should lose this
revenue - this great source of
relaxation and fun. Whether the
cause is careless burning, or
malicious burning, the effect
is the same. When the forests
of Calloway County are set aft.
re, we all get burned. So it's
up to each of us to guard our
forests. To resolve, this second,
to be extra careful whenever
we're in or near the woods. And,
when we see any example o.
malicious woods burning, to
notify the nearest forest ranger
or representative of the Kentuc•
ky Division of Forestry. Smoke}
Bear doesn't operate all by him.
self. He needs help. An we'll
the only ones who can really
help him. You can make our
great South even greater by pl.
edging yourself to the proud jot
of helping Smokey Bear stop
forest fires in Kentucky. For
further information about our
state fire laws contact your local
forest ranger Boyce McCuiston
at 753-3087, or the Kentucky
of Forestry office at Ma,
yffeld at 247-3913 or 247-3941.
United Chinch of Christ
reports on °fierily
NEW YORK (UPI) -
Members of the United Church
of auist contributed $17,434,827
in 1969 to support the denomi-
nation's home and overseas mis-
sionary work, racial justice pro-
grimeand emergency relife.
This was an increase of one-
half of one per cent. over 1968.
In addition, programs for racial
justice received $402,897, com-
pared with $397,266 in 1968.
Special offerings and gifts for
emergency relief in areas rang-
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Quality and value walk hand-in -
hand at our store. Find the very
best food at low, low prices. Be
both a wise shopper and good cook.























BAKING POTATOES - 10-lb. bag 594
Fancy
NAVAL ORANGES _ _ _ pkg. of 6 39'
PINK GRAPEFRUIT 3 for 25°
Fresh Tender Green
ONIONS 2 bunches 19*
Fresh Crisp
CARROTS  1 -lb bag 2 for 19*
AWN,
Frosty Acres




BABY LIMAS- 10-oz. pkg. - 2
Morton
CREAM PIES  14-oz. 3
Frosty Acres
CUT CORN _ _ _ _ 10-oz. pkg. 2 for 39
Frosty Acres
BABY OKRA _ _ _ _ 10-oz. pkg. 2/49
Morton (excluding ham) 11-oz











VAN CAMP 2 errs A°
BUCKEYE PEAS
15-oz. can






















ARMOUR All MEAT 1 2 oz. pkg.
WIENERS 450
SLICED SMOKED
JOWL 2 lb Plig
SLICED BACON Field Worthinore
1 lb. pkg.
Old Fashion Large 
BOLOGNA
lb.34MEP
Fresh Cut-Up Chicken Parts
THIGHS lb. 44
LEGS lb. 49" BREAST lb. 59
WINGS & BACKS Ob. 15C In Piece Only
ItEll'S
9












0 ...d .••11 4/2/70 4/0/70
5 Parker's
o Supermarkat --
000000 Expires April 8, 1970 11:1°C31:3°
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days a Week ,
•
SAVE 20* WHEN YOU BUY A
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PAGE TWELVE
THE LEDGER & TIBIRs — MURRAY, 
KENTUCKY WEDNESDAY — APRIL 1, 19'70
EXECUTION TRIAL—Lt. James B. Duffy itep.) talks with his
attorneys, Henry Ftothblatt (right), New York, and Capt.
Thomas B. Thomas (second right), and Dr. Burion Hammon,
a psychiatrist, between sessions of his execution court mar-
tial at Long Binh, South Vietnam. Duffy, 22, Claremont,
Calif., is on trial for allegedly ordering the execution of a





Communist nations present to
the world a stiff, gray facade
through their controlled press.
But burrow beneath and you can
find people busy living lives not
reflected in this official image.
Bucharest really is not the
Bucharest of the newspapers
heavy with economic quotas and
political dogma. It is a
four-year-old boy sitting on a
wooden horse in a kiddies'
barber shop sobbing through his
first haircut, his father in a
heavy overcoat and felt hat
bending over him.
Bucharest is a young couple
getting married in an ancient
Eastern Orthodox church. It is
the vogue now to return to the
Clime-hes since virtual freedom
of religion is assured. A home
movie photographer records the
ceremony. The bride in her long
white gown giggles at some of
the colorful touches in the rites
and some of the guests wear
mini-skirts.
In a square in front of the
ornate Ateneul Roman concert
hall down the street, elderly
couples sit on benches in the
FLASHER!
liOI MOM
1 ORDER of FRENCH FRIES
2 HAMBURGERS And 14 DRINK
all for only 60c
Trenholm's,Drive-In
12th & Chestnut PH. 753-2997
Things are seldom whct they seem.
Big cars often pose as bg cars,
when they're really small cars
For instance -
Notice how much b•gger tin.• t-,.qcof
seems than the Volkswagen
bock Sedan.,'
Thentount Ihe nume,er su , 5*s
',cart tete on 60y 12
Now, notice how
bock seems t be
Then count the nor-be'
it can take on. 16.
That's because the
has 32.8 cubic feet,of 
carry,
i‘lt-ACh .s '-,ne and a
much as that of the largest sedan
trunk -
Of reall/ nave a
'Urry Oly.,11S jidcw,
'1,cluarot- . •







800 Chornut Murray, rentlycky
Alb
chilly winter sunlight. A young
couple on one bench argue, and
suddenly the man with
slicked-back hair slaps the girl on
her heavily made-up face. She
screams and covers her face with
her hands. Off the:, hurry, the
man holding her arm, the girl
sobbing and teetering along in





nationality snobs as in other
countries. A group of university
students talking to this foreigner
stressed that they were from the
Transylvania region of Romania
populated by many Germans
and Hungarians, that they had
gone to German-language
schools and that Transylvanians
"have fine, clean-cut features
not like these Latins in






show that family photographers
flourish under communism as
under capitalism, with the same
 type of pictures of the young
brides, the gurgling babies, the
family kittens. Romanian wine,
judged quite good by foreigners,
was on display in many
windows, along with Romanian
gin, which is not good. Romania
does not make whisky but the
windows displayed whisky f -
communist China — yes, Chinese
scotch.
In the next block, out of a
hotel tripped a prostitute in a
black leather mini-skirt an
low-cut sweater, blonde hair to
her shoulders. The class A hotels
here allow young and pretty
prostitutes to operate openly in
the lobbies, apparently as a
gesture of hospitality to tourists.
One week you see the girls in the
hotel dining room with Arab
businessmen, the next week with
visiting Germans.
In front of the postoffice on
the main street, Magheru
Boulevard, one middle-aged man
was so pleased at discovering an
American visitor that he rushed
inside to buy for her a
Romanian postage stamp
commemorating the first Apollo
moon landing.
Tbe newspaper kiosks a
the way give you very little
information about real life in
Romania, unless you turn to the
small want ad page that appears
in only one newspaper.
"Want to buy: Louis XV
furniture, even if damaged," says
one ad, either from an antique
lover or a citizen eager to put his
money into °Meets of value in
fear of inflation or other
economic problems.
"Exchange two room house,
hall, kitchen pantry. garden,
stove heating with wood. for 2-3
rooms with bathroom and
kitchen, even if used
communally," goes an ad from a
bath room less home dweller,
desperate for a bathroom even if
he has to share it and the
kitchen with other families, as
many do despite recent
construction of thousands of
new modern flats
Other ads For sale Grundig
tape recorder. And wish to buy
Skoda car", and -Lost, Jan. 2
1969, in no. 76 bus near north
railway station, brown handbag.
with identity card -for Dmitru
Alexandrine. Three savings
checks, family photos. Reward
to finder."
Episcopal grants
11111 YtlRIS (1 PI)
Fourteen ordained clerp !mg'
have received fellowship grant,:
totaling 963,000 awarded In-
The Episcopal Church I:01mila-
lion for advance theologi( -111-
dy during the 1970-71 academie
year.
William A. Coolidge. pri..,.
dent of the Foundation, •aul
five of the fellowships %rill Iii
first-time recipients, Millie Mile
were given for further work to.
ward their doctorates.
1%4, Coolidge said, mon• thdii
Since this program begat, in
..13290,000 has been au, I
:17 outstanding scholars. I
zFattktilanntia( if< iEn;piisis .aopnaltilia1r:an;0 :1H1,1,11.,1t
inittates and understrii,-- 1 0-1.
eels supporting the wrork
Chureh.
* * *
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Delight fully gay and bright,
Polyester cottons and 100%






Values to $3.28. Trimly he-
ored Polyester cottons' slia
160% cotton. 24, 30, & 38
inch lengths.
30-36 In.  $1.91
45-54 In.  $2.79
63-72 In.  $3.49
/
Outstanding Values In Items To Lighten Your Home
Chores and Brighten Your Home





84" and 90" Long
SNEER DACRON MARQUISETTES
The perfect curtains for beautify your rooms. Graceful




Push button blenders with 9
speeds, large site, heat, cold
and stain resistant glass jar.
whips, porees, grates, mixes and



































63- LONG 84" LONG
Fiberglass drapes that re-
tain their freshness and re-
sist fading.






—TYPES FOR BEDROOM. LIV•
ING ROOM & DEN.



















,,,4410 GE swivel top cleaners for
.---- all around cleaning. Does all

















Solid state design 4 in. Dynamic speaker. Wakens you to









R*4 $22 98 Now $14.88
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By Hubert W. Da
Et ton Specialist
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By Hubert W. Davis
Extension Specialist in
Agriculture
Cultivation is one of the n
cssry evils of gardening. Ther
are only two reasons for culti
ting: (1) to kill weeds and (2
to tweak the crust which forms
at the soil surface. Cultivati
should be only deep enough
often enough to control weeds
and break the crust. Usually enough for the moon men, It
one inch in depth will do this, should be great for growing
Deep plowing or hoeing cuts
roots. This results in a stunted
or slow-growing plant.
Before applying mulch (straw,
leaves sawdust, hay, and lawn
clippings)? clean the ground of
grass and weed. If the crop
has not been well supplied with
plant food, make a moderate
application of complete fertili-
zer. Mulch should be applied at
least one or two inches in thick-
ness. After the crop has been har-
vested, turn over the organic
mulch, applying one to two pou-
nds of ammonium nitrate per
1,000 square feet to hasten de-
cay.
Vegetable crops do best when
they get about one inch (2-1/4
quarts per square foot) of water
each week. Normal rainfall rar-
ely ever supplies water at this
rate throughout the entire grow-
ing season. When watering, mois-
ten the soil to a depth of five to
six inches at each application.
Frequent light watering encour-
ages shallow rooting and more
rapid drying of the soil. Late
afternoon or early evening vrateni
ing allows the water to soak into
the soil with a minimum loss
from drying winds and sun. The
use of a mechanical watering de-
vice is recommended. Hand spri-
nkling may be used although gar-
deners seldom apply enough wat-
er by this method.
Control measures for insects
and diseases of vegetables are
constantly changing. The list of
chemical materials, with infor-
mation on methods of applica-
tion, is revised each ',ear. YOUT
County Extension Office or the
Agricultural Experiment Station,
University of Kentucky, Lexing-
ton, Ky. (40506) 
' 
can provide
you with the latest recommen-
dations Hubert Davis. Vegetable
Horticulturist at the UK College
of Agriculture, adivses garden-
ers to follow all directions print-
ed on the label of insecticide and
pesticide containers. New federal
and state laws governing the use
of certain agricultural cnemicals
are now in effect. Gardeners are
advised to obtain a copy of the
new regulations from their Co-
unty Extension Agent.
Home gardening can prove a
pleasant and profitable venture.
But success with the fruits of a
bountiful harvest can be achieved
only through careful planning and






LOS ANGELES (UPI)*— The
moatopular tourist attraetion
Californiain  is the city of be
Angeles which had 8 million
miters in 1968, according to
State Touriateammilion.
By MERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter
WASHINGTON (UPI) —
Backstairs at the White House
In the business and industrial
community today, it is entirely
legal and obviously ethical to
capitalize commercially on
products and services deve,
loped originally for Uncle Sam.
Companies supplying space
food for the Apollo astronauts
freely market consumer ver-
sions of the same food, along
with energetic advertisements
saying, in effect, that if their
concentrated protein was good
kids.
Makers Advertise Widely
Makers of watches, cameras
and space suits widely adver-
tise their consumer applications
of products used by luau
pioneers. The National A.
nautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) is turning up on
more labels than Raquel Welch
lounging on the hood of a new
sports car.
Would it not follow that the
White House and President
Nixon might get into this
glamor world of advertising
endorsement and make a few
becks for the taxpayers?
Probably not, but the idea is
catchy.
Nixon, for one example, has
been doing a lot of refurbishing
of his White House offices in
recent months.
Conceivably- lble coul • opin
up the ad market for a carpet
company with a national
magazine, newspaper and tele-
vision campaign— "Presidents
pace on our rugs— why not
you?"
Little Consumer Demand
It should be pointed out,
however, that defense contrac-
tors do most of their bragging
in trade publications for there
Is little consumer demand for
such .items as Polaris missiles
or rocket launchers.
Not that the White House is
about to embark on an
endorsement progra m, but
should the federal budget get
stickier than it is, a president
would have to be cautious about
his public image if he were to
open the commercial gates.
It would never do, for one
example, for a distillery to
advertise in bur living colors,
"The White House serves our
booze by the case."
Or "our slosh is the posh
sloshy just ask the White
House."




NEW YORK (111) —
The 40th annual appeal of Lu-
theran World Action (LWA)
raised $3,799,735 in 1969 to
support a global program of
spiritual and material aid.
This was 92.4 per cent of
the combined goal of 84,112,602
of the American Lutheran
Church and the Lutheran
Church in America, the two
bodies in the United States that
are affiliated with the Lutheran
World Federation, sponsor of
the LWA appeal. I
VENI VIDI VKI—MINI MIDI MAXI Leggy group of Cincinnati
a-often plan strategy to ebnibat fashion's newest rook the
Midi length. Elaine Green. Colleen Sharp, Nina (looney and
Cindy Bacon arum left) are members of "POOFF" 1Pres-
ervation of Our Vemininity and Finances,. The group is ask-
ing women to wriEseto fashion buyers asking for at least 45
irholee of skirt lengths .
— itttAY. KENTUCKYTHE LEDGER & TIMES
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By GEORGE J. MAR DER
WASHINGTON (UPI) -
Americans have been steadily
buffeted recently by barrages
of news reports and speeches
about de facto and de jure
school segregation.
If that wasn't eoough. the
same issue arose with respect
to extension of the 1965 Voting
Rights Act.
The U.S. Civil Rights Com-
mission has found that de facto
use of literacy tests keeps
Negroes from the polls in the
North as surely as de jure did
in the South.
To explain. De jure discri-
mination is when the law is
used to discriminate. De facto
Is when the facts add up to
racial separation caused
such factors as housing pat-
terns in the North.
According to Howard Glick-
stein, Civil Rights Commission
staff director, "Literacy tests in
the North and West have
cliccrimindOry affect" regard-
less of motive.
The commission saw the
survey results as supporting
moves to ban literacy tests in
all states. The 1965 Voting
Rights Act limited the suspension
to six Southern states and
part of a seventh which were
found, on the basis of a
registration fornaula fixed in
the law, to be using the tests to
keep Negroes from voting.
The Nixon administration
wanted extension Of the ban to
the entire nation. Senate
liberals were willing to go along
with it and another provision
proposed by the administration
to limit residency requirements
In presidential elections to no
more than 60 days of residency
within a state.
But the Senate liberals are
against a provision adopted in
the House which *add allow
the triggering formula to expire
next August. That would mean
the seven states affected would
be treated just like the rest of
the nation, even though they
had a record of past voting
discrimination.
It would mean the end of
what civil rights leaders have
hailed as the most effective
weapon in the voting rights act
- a provision that before the
southern states affected could
change any state election law
or regulation, it had to be
approved by the U.S. attorney
general or the federal courts.
The differing versions of bills
passed by the two houses are
now subject to negotiations,
with an additional problem
thrown in: A Senate-approved
provision to lower the voting
age to 18 by law.
Record travel
to Britain
LONDON (UPI) - A record
number of tourista.visited Bri-
tain in 1969 and, for the first
time, the number of American
visitors topped the 1 million
mark, reports the British Tour-
ist Authority.
The totall number of tourists
last year was estimated at
3.750,000, an increase of 1 mil-
lion over 1968. U.S. visitors
totaled more than 1,145,000,
a 30 per cent increase over the
previous year.
BOMB SAP---Jonathan Grell,
18, is in handcuffs in Albu-
querque, N.M., on charges of
conspiracy in the bombings
of last fall in New York. The
FBI nabbed him at a north-
ern New Mexico hippie com-
munity near Canjillon




NEW YORK, N.Y. - The 19th
Decennial Census will show that,
America has grown to a land of
more than 205 million citizens,
according to estimates by statLs-I
ticians.
Some 203.7 million civilians
and members of the armed forces
will be counted in the United Stat.
Gs starting April 1, when a staff
of more than 160,000 workers
will launch the official 1970 cen-
sus tabulation.
In addition to the resident tole
al, the United States is expected
to have about 1.2 million mem-I
bad in the armed forces overe
sons and over 600,000 civilians
outside the country. The new-
resident count will represent an
increase of about 24.4 million in
the decennial period, exceeded
only by the gain of virtually ZS
million in the preceding inter cal-
sal decade.
The 1970 nose-counting, latest
in an unbroken series of censuses
taken every tenth year since
1790, provides an important pro-
file of the country's growth, de-
termines the size of each state's
Congressional representation,
and provides basic facts for the
annual distribution of billions of
dollars of federal and state funds.
The current census is expected
to show few changes in trend from
those of earlier decades. Most
significant may be the recordt
high decennial population growth
in the South, in contrast to re-
duced gains in the other three
regions of the country. In fact,
the South, which has had a marked
upsurge of white immigrants, is
expected to have about 63.7 mill-
ion inhabitants as of April 1. Mo-
reover, its anticipated 8.7 mill-
ion gain during the 1960's will
be well over that in any other
region, surpassing the growth in
the West for the first time since
the 1930's.
Equally noteworthy, the 1910
census is expected to show that
California became the most popu-
lous state during the past decade.
Apparently, California overtook
New York around the end of 1963
and, as of this April, may have a
lead of over 1.2 million residents.
The 1970 census is expected to
confirm that our population coo-
tinued to grow most rapids, in




• Dinner Includes 3 pieces Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes, Gravy, Cole Slaw
and 2 Hot Rolls.
WE SERVE ONLY US GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
USDA GRADE A CHICKENS
Ktntitekti Fried Chicken
MURRAY -lUr L CAMORE 
MAY FIELD 602 S. 6th STREET
Telephone 753-7101 Teleph
one 217 6443 -
tually halted or even reversed in
our larger cities, and that slow
declines persisted on farms. It
should also show that, in the pope-
lation including the armed forces
overseas, the excess of females
over males has doubled to almost
4 million, with about three four-
ths of the current differential
among persons at ages 65 arit
over.
MIAMI, Fla. (UPI) -Vianin
International Airport serve(
10,562,768 passengers in 1969
passing the 10 million jmark joi
the first time.
The scarlet carnation is the
official state flower of Ohio.
Kulm's-Big K
Stock Offered
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Kuhn's
Big K Stores Corp., yesterday
filed a registration statement
with the Securities and Exchange
Commission covering &proposed
tidal public offering of 400,000
shares of the company's common
stock. Of these shares, 200,000
will be sold by certain sharehold-
ers and the balance are being
sold by the company.
The Nashville based company
operates 21 Big K Discount De-
partment stores and 34 Kutui's
Variety Stores in the states o
Tennessee, Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia and Mississippi. Pro-


















to finance the company's 1970
store expansion program and to
retire short term bank loans.
The offering will be managed
by White Weld & Co., and J. C.
Bradford & Co.
Break for tourinb
NIANILA (UP!) - President
Ferdinand E:Miiicoa-his ordered
the setting up of tax-free shop
ping booths for tourists at the
Manila International Airport.
The government plans to
build the stores at the "Nayorig
Filipino," a sprawling area near
the airport where's miniature







NIAk YORK (UPI) -
A ova hotel will be built new
Rosslare Harbor, County Wei
ford, Ireland, a major car-ferry
link for motorists from Britair
and the Continent, says the !risk
Tourist Board. The hotel, cost
ing close to El million, wit
be built in four stages, the firsi
of which will be completed it
1971.
Air France record
NER YORK (UPI) -
Air France reports that it curie
5,662,443 passengers over iti
worldwide network in 196
breaking the 5 million m
for the first time.
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se Blue Lustre! Rent
shampooer $1. Bill
tI N BED, Weistingheu
old treddie sewing
hie and six chairs. P
3729.
40 HEAD Holstein
face slicer aniline. See
Ted Broach 247-3936,
Tennessee.
HAY, 400 bale. Phone
Ketsey, Kentucky.
SADDLE, bridle, and
Hay and a work mule.
and electric range. P
29EL
1969 HONDA 350 Scram
miles. Like new. Ph
6450 between 9:00 a.
2:00 p. m.
1957






We and four chairs. P
4684.
BEIGE Hydraulic chair,
White long formal, we
Yellow satin crepe long
size 10, $20.00. Phone 7
TWO POLAND CHINA




trailer park on East
set up, ready to rent f.
vestment or occupy y
ter June 8. Must sell
fore new lease signed.
753-6202 after 6:00 p.
TEN USED window fens
and three speed
$6.00 to 810.00. Phone






Rent or buy. Used, now
Across from Poet Office,
do Piano Co., Paris, T
DARK BROWN 100%
hair stretch wig. Never
worn. Reagan for skiing—
color. Call 753-6902.
WANTED: dependable
stay with 6 sad 7 year






mobile mechanic or man
mechanicai knowledge,
cd karning Detsun autom












ETS and life too can be
U you use Blue Lai-
Rent electric shampooer $1
astern Auto. Home of "The
jelling Well". A-1-C
ARE'ET colors looking dim'
Bnng back--glve 'an vim.
at Blue Lustre! Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K. A-4-C
EtED, Westinghouse stove,
old treddie awing machine, ta-
ble and six chairs. Phone 753-
3729. A-1-P
40 HEAD Holstein aral white
face steer olives. See or cal
Ted Broach 247-3936, Puryear,
Tenneseee. A44
HAY, 400 bale. Phone 489-3801,
Wray, Kentucky. A-3-C
HELP WANTED
SADDLE, bridle, and blanket.
Hay and a work mule. Gas resille--11-
and electric range. Phone 78E-
2987. A-2-C
1909 HONDA 350 Scrambler, 400
miles. Like new. Phone 753-
6450 between 9:00 a. m. and
2:00 p. m. A4-C
1957 ALUS-CIIALMERS
45, 314 plow, 1 ten ft. wheel
disc. Phone 489-2892 after 4:30
p. m. A-2-P
TV ANTENNA and rotor, oak
dresser, -sliort- wave receiver,
small refrigerator, half-bed, ta-
ble and four chairs. Phone 753-
4684. A4-C
BEIGE Hydraulic chair, $50.00.
White long formal, size 5, $5.00
Yellow satin crepe long formal,
size 10, $20.00. Phone 753-2651.
A-2-C
TWO POLAND CHINA boars,
six months old. Price, $80.00
each. Phone 753-8966 before
3:00 p.m. A44
USED TRAILERS Located in
trader park on East Highway,
set up, ready to rent for an in-
vestment or occupy yourself af-
ter June 8. Must sell now be-
fore new lease signed. Phone
753-6202 after 6:00 p. m.
H-A-3-C
TEN USED window fans, single
and three speed reversible;
$6.00 to_szo.00. Phone 435-5414
A-7-C
40 ACRE FARM. '86 Ford trac-
tor, breaking plow, cultivator,
disc, two-row planter, wagon
mowing machine. Phone 753-
3354. A-3-P
PIANOS and Organs, Baldwin.
Rent or buy. Used, new pianos.
Across from Post Office, Loner-
do Piano Co., Paris, Tenn.
H-A-3-C
DARK BROWN 100% human
hair stretch wig. Never been
worn. Reason for selling—wrong
color. Call 753-6902. A-3-P
BROWNING light weight auto-
matic shot gun, 12 gauge. Like
new, $130.00. Phone 435-4950
A-a-c
NIILP WANTS()
WANTED: man to help train
bird dogs and run dogs In field
trials. Phone 4364406, Chrysler
Bird Dog Kennel& TFC
WANTED: dependable lady to
stay vrith 6 and 7 year old girls,
from 10 p. m. to 7 a. m. while
mother works. Mame 750-9560,
after 3 p. m. A4C
WANTED: ladies for full or
part tine employmeot Apply
in person. No phone calls. See
Mrs. Smith at Midtowner Mo-
tet, Thursday, April 2, from
10:00 a. m. till 2:00 p. m.
A-1-C
WANTED: male help. Stella
Feed Mill, 753-1266. A-2-C
WANTED: Experienced auto-
mobile mechanic or man with
mechamical knowledge, capable
of leaning Damn automobiles.
Good salary and other fringe
benefits. Apply at Lassiter h
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April 4, 1:00 p. maths C. Las-
ater home Hazed, Ky., on State
7.408 ROIKI. Household furniture
end some antiques will be sold
to high bidders. A-3-P
AUCTION: Saturday, April 4,
1 p. m., at the Clydie Collis
Farm, 3 miles north of Penny.
Will sell: 1950 Ford tractor,
plow, disc and cultivator; trac-
tor mower; wagon; harrow; lots
ci horse drawn tools; 1964 Olds-
mobile car; 2 nice jersey heif-
ers; 1 spotted mare to have colt
in miring; 1 pony mare; 1 colt
Leta 04 weber Roma to owner-
OUR ED mention. Terry Shoemak-
er, Auctioneer. A-SC
AUTOS FOR SALE
WE HAVE A REAL NICE
SELECTION OF '''DATSUN
TRADE-INS"
1967 VW, real nice, $1195.00.






1984 CHEVY Impala, 2-door
hardtop. Nice, $795.00
1969 VW automatic, sun reef,
like new, SAVE!




1968 CUTLASS 442 convert-
ible, 3-speed, real nice,
$1995.00.
1982 FORD 3/4-ton stake.
Special $745.00.
1984 FORD pick-up, over-





NOLP WANTED 141ILP WAKTID
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TER LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
AUTOS POR SALE
1969 BRONCO, 4-wheel drive
Blue and white, 6,000 miles.
Like new, $2295.00. Parker Ford
inc., corner of 7th and Main.
Phone 753-5273. A3-C
1969 FAIRLANE 500 V-8 engine.
automatic transmission, new
tires, one owner, 11,000 miles,
new car trade in. Red with mat-
ching interior. $2205.00. Parker
Ford, Inc., corner of 7th and
Main. Phone 753-5273. A-2-C
KOMI
1967 MUSTANG hardtop, 8-cyl-
inder engine, automatic trans-
mission, red with red interior.
Real nice inT_ mileage car,
61395.00. Parker Ford Inc, corn-
er of 7th and Main. Phone 753-
5273. A-2-C
1967 VOLKSWAGEN Square-
back, new tires, white with black
interior, one owner, with only
37,000 miles This week for on-
ly $1295.00. Parker Ford Inc.,
corner of 7th and Main. Phone
753-5273.
1965 BUICK Special convertible,
air conditioned, V-8 engine, au-
tomatic tranamiuidi, good
tires. Looks like new. Blue with
black top. Locai car. $1195.00.
Porter Ford Inc., cornea of 7th
and Main. Phone 753-5273.
A-2-C
1964 AUSTIN -HEALEY 3000
Mark III sports convertible. Ex-
cellent condition. Phone 419-
3801. A44
1963 IMPALA four door 'edam,
automatic, factory air condition-
ed, power steering, power
brakes. White car. Real nice car,
$975.00. Dwain Taylor Chevro-
let Inc., South 12th Street.
Phone 753-2817. A-2-C
y
WEDNESDAY — APRIL 1. 1370
You Are Invited To
Our "Open House"
Honoring the Murray State University
Basketball Team and Coach Cal
Luther.
Coach Luther and the Basketball
Team will be at our office
4 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday, April 3, 1970
Bring your children after school to obtain auto-
graphs from team players.
There will be a FREE DRAWING for a basketball
autographed by Coeds Luther and Team Players.
Refreshments for Everyone!
MURRAY BRANCH
HOPK1NSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.
304 E. Main Murray, Ky. Ph. 753-7c31
WANTED TO OUT
CHEVROLET en 
WANTED TO Buy used boat
gine, perfect fishing car,
1853 , good -
trailer for 18 foot boat. Phone' $60.00
Call 753-7650 after 5:30 p. 753'3127' A-3-C
TFNC
POI BOIT
TWO-BEDROOM dept.: apes.asati, central heat and afir,
bullt-ln range, eereesie We b.
eisPet throughout. Call at en
Gene ateely, denthisle Phew
Mug Center, Murimr. Imetuelty.
IMMO. TPC
macrisoLux SALES & SOIN
• Boa 213, Murray, Ky., C.
bL Atiamiers. nom MIUMMIL
Lrmwrille, ES0Wicicy. April44
TWO FURNISHED apartments,
nese college. Phone 753-6564.
A-2-C
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
carpeted, refrigerator and stove,
• conditlooed. Couples and
teethed only. Call 753-2898.
M-27-C
LARGE TRAILER LOTS. All
conveniences of the city with
rural setting 2% miles east of
Murray, Lakeway Mobile Home




electric heat, air conditioning,
carport. Married couples pre-
ferred, $80.00. Phone 753-2335.
A-3-C
FOUR BEDROOM house with
full besanent Phone 753-7114.
A4-C
HELP WANTED
Working Foreman  Salary Open
Deck Builders  $2.00 per hr.
Laborers  $1.75 per hr.
APPLY IN PERSON
TWIN LARS MOORING CO., INC.
HI-way U Jonathan Creek
Kentucky Laka
NOTICE
1970 CALENDAR De* Steele
and refills are now available it
the Ledger & Times Office
ply shre. TVEC
EDNA KNIGHT is no longer
associated with Wayne Wilson
Real Estate. For Real Estate
transactions contact her at 753-
4910. M-31-P
ASSUME PAYMENTS of $10.65
on color TV at Leach's Made
Center. Phone 753-7575. A-14
PRIVATE employment fran-
chise or partnership offices,
completely furnished opening
soon in your city. Small invest-
ment; as little as $1,000.00,
earnings $15,000430,000 the first
year. No age limit. Staff Con-
sultants, Inc., 18% S. E. Second
Street, Evansville, Indiana 47706,
Phone 425-3185 or 425-3186, Don
D. Varner, Executive Vice Pres-
ident A-2-C
FOR FIBERGLASS insulation
work call 438-5402, Bill Molina-
dro, free estimates. A-5-P
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky.. C.
• ilioders. Phone 352-3932
Loistelle., Kentucky.
April-27-NC
INCLTONZ betery free hess
leg aid batteries for ell maks
hearing aide, Walls Drum.
*ni
r,
by R. Van Buren
WAPITI() TO Rillff
WANT TO RENT two-bedroom










UAL 'ETATS Pot SALE
ALIIIIITTEN FARM: 92 acne,
feed dock tare with electricity,
MI old bohemia barn, tea acres
began land, 45 edis cleared.
This term is priced to sell. Lo-
aded HWY 94, turn right just
mot of Zia Grove Baptist Char
eh on old Ninvburg Hoed. 1%
miles on the right. Contact
Peel 111 Holland Beal Esteem
1120 Main Street, Beaton, Ky.
CARPENTER WORE of ail 42025, phone 5E74521.
kinds. Building houses, addi- April-SC
bons, remodeling, paneling- 1
Get your work done before the A CORNER LOT, 13th and
spring rush. Call Mack, 7534366 Olive, zoned for four apart-
Free estimates. April-17 mints, $8750.00. Phone 753-6302
after 8:00 p. m.
BACKHOE WORK septic
installation and cleaning, al/
types of digging. Call Gene
Steely, South Side Shopping
Center, phone 753-7850. TFC
KELLY'S PEST CONTROL Ter-
mites—eat your home. Roaches
—carry germ Spiders—ere
fellOW.-11WIFiiion can
Kelly's Pest Control 753-3914,
24 hours a day. TFC
NEW DOG TRAINING classes
are beginning in Paris on April
7, Cost $10 for 10 weeks. For
information call Noreen Sim-
onsen 642-5073. A-7-C
MONOGRAMMING Phone Jane
Stokes at 753-4357, 1812 Keene-
land Drive. A-11-C
EXPERIENCED landscaper. Will
mow and clean lawns, also trim-
ming and planting. Phone 753-
6051. A4C
FOR ANY TYPE home repair,
painting paneling or cementer
work. Free estimates. Phone
753-4684. A4-C
EXpERIENCID horse shoeing.
Steve Halley, phone 753-6289.
A-7-P
WANTED: Lawns to r mow
hone 753-4052. A-7-P
REAL ESTATE FOIL SALMI
FOCZ-BEDROOM, two bailie,
haw' living room and disiall
fireplace in fully rem, tell
basement, double PM" rum-
time room In basmasst, PK-
000.00. Phone 7534073.
A.34
ONE YEAR-OLD specious ibed-
room brick ranch on large wood-
ed lot in Sherwood Forest be&
division. Lichen contains many
built-in appliances. Family
room with fireplace, livais
room, dining room, 2 baba aid
2-car garage. Carpeting pi
hest and central Mr confides-
ins. On city water. Call 7534679
for appointment. H-A-3-NC
WANTED TO RENT
•WIRE TO RENT small borne
an country. Must have water in
house, or will purchase used
Mobile home, 12' wide, two-bed-

































28-Sig , of zodiac 24-City in Russia
29-Negative 25-Chinese mite
31-Coth measure 26-Soak up
34-Note or scale 30-Gossip



























Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle
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(Continued From Papa 1)
lad applicatioos (crop dusting
etc.), servicing end repng
aircraft, selling of 11VOttiOn fuel
and oil and related items and
furnishing a conoessions.
Tbe agreement is a five year
lease on the property constitut-
ing the airport and gives the
flying service ecclusive rights
to operate its aviation business
on the premises.
The president of the flying
Service, Welkin Allen, told the
Lodger & Tines that they are
going to strive to get a well-
rouaded airport facility that
will meet the needs al all tax-
Weds-
Carroll W. Guy, vice-president
of the service, will be the Man-
gier of the airport. Guy is a
retired Air Force Colonel with
over 11,000 hours od flying time
and has lived in Calloway Co-
uoty fre three yaws.
"The Airport Board consid-
ered tour application for the
operation of the airport," Dr.
Oakley said," and held several
screening sessions before decid-
ing on the Mummy Flying Ser-
vice."
Other members of the airport
Wild besides Oakley are Jim
Gemini Glenn Doran, Gaylord
lesineet, Phillip Mitchell end
Dr. James D. Outland.
Also present for the signing
of the agesennt were County
Ju4e Robert 0. Miller, Murray
Mayor Holmes Ellis, Chamber
of Gommeroe executive secret-
ary, James Johnson, and Chap-
Wilson, attorney forth.
Murray Flying Servioa
Allen Wes in Hopkituwille,
is married and has two chil-




homing shortages the United
States may suffer, the situation
in the Soviet Union is much
worse, according to the National
Federation of Independent Busi-
ness, Inc.
On the basis of the latest
available government figures
(1967), according to the Feder-
ation, there were 53,024,000
dwelling units in the United
States to acconiodate a popu-
lation of 119,114,000 While in
the USSR, with a population of
235,200,000, *there were only
17,300,000 housing units.
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KiNTUCKY WEDNESDAY — APRIL 1. 1970
Roy [Possl (hood's
Funeral Is Held Today
Funeral services for Roy
(Pass) Edmonds of Murriy
Route Four were held today at
two pm. at the chapel of the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
with Dr. H. C. Chiles officiating
Pallbearers were Kenneth
Vickers, Leo Alexander, Billy
Ecimonds, Jackie Burkeen, Her-
bert DeWeese, and Michael Wil-
lard. The members of the Adult
Sunday School Class and dea-
cons of the Locust Grove Bap-
tist Church served as honorary
pallbearers.
Burial was in the Murray
Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
-Edmonds, age 68, died Mon-
day at the Murray-Calloway
unty Hospital. He is survived
y his wife, Mrs. Dora Edmonds,
daughter, Mrs. Rodney Vickers,
three sisters, two brothers, three
andchildren, and three great
•dchildren.
Eleven MHS---
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storytelling and Barbara How-
ard, prose.
Others attending the region-
als were Bob Spann, Larry Rob-
inson, Mark Blankenship, Wil-
ford Bickel, Susanne Jones,
Mark Etherton, Wade Outland,
Jill Shroat, Wands McNabb, Ka-
ren Scott, David Garrison, Re-
becca Wager, Debbie Cathy,
Chuck Bussing. Jimmy Pasco,
Debbie McMillen, and Dan Tian
ley.
Coach Ron Beshear announced
that there will be one other
tournament this year at Parisi
'Tennessee, April 17 and 18.
"The Murray High Nation
Forensic League has done tre-
mendously well this year,"
Besbear said. "They have re-
ceived more honors and degrees
than ever before in the history
of the club and are currently
ranked fifth in the state of
Kentucky," he concluded.
The red abalone caught off
e central California coast is
e world's largest
The Antarctic Continent was
found by Commodore Charles
likes of The First U.S. Ex-
•loring Expedition in 1840.
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER • TIMES FILE
Deaths reported are Matthew Layne Terhune, age two, who
drowned in a creek behind his home, and Mrs. G. M. Peery, age
53, who died at her home, 1503 West Main Street
The Murray College High Chapter of the Future Farmers of
. America won five out of eight contests in the Sub-district PTA
contest at Clinton last night.
The Panthers won the team championship in the Murray
Bowling Association's Women's Tournament. Second place went
to the Murray Manufacturing Ftangettes and third place to Cald-
well Used Cars.
Miss Cathy Mitchell was honored with a party on her fourth
birthday by her mother, Mrs. Phillip Mitchell, at their home on
South 9th Street
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER • TDIES FILE
• Mary Ann Underwood and Paul Blankenship of Murray High
School were named officers in the YMCA Kentucky Youth As-
sembly at Frankfort.
Over four hundred Future Farmer of America members are
expected to attend a district FFA Field Day at the Hazel High
School on April 6.
Don Nix, sixth grade student at Murray High School, won
the weekly PTA safety slogan contest.
Betty Hicks. Rose Lax, Barbara McCuiston, Marilyn Arnold.
Jean Elkins. Tommy Alexander. Billy Joe Hosford, Bobby Spice
land. and C. A. Bucy are members of the cast of the junior play
"A Pair of Country Kids", at the New Concord High School.
Governor Expected--
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out his action Deane required.
The leading candidates for
his poison pan act were bills
wit& would require addition-
al appropriations or those that
would reduce revenue. Special
interest bills, especially those
sponsored by Democrab, also
faced the threat of the as.
Scope In Jeopardy
In the latter category is one
of the most prized Democratic
plums of the session—a $100,-
000 Study Cianunission on Pub-
lic Education (SCOPE). The mea-
sure, Senate Joint Resolution
83, was an outgrowth of the
teacher strike. Democrats voted
for it, Republicans against it
and a sure way to tell which
legislation was going to get
vetoed was to watch the vet-
in'.
Probably the two biggest
money bills are House Bills
315 and 416. Both affect publi-
city utilities.
KB 416 would require the
Department of Highways to pay
the full con of relocating pow-
er, gas aid water liner along
the right-of-way of interstate
highways. Nunn vetoed a
bill in 1968 and It ins
estimated the cost to the de.
pertinent would be $10 milli=
if the Watterson Eiqpressway
in Louisville is widened to du
lanes.
HR 315 was a real meeker
in that an amendment was tack-
ed on during the final hectic
day of the session to exempt
public utilities from provisions
of the sales and use tax. Rev-
anne Commissioner Janne- Lpc-
kett said this would cost about
$2 million in lost revenue.
Originally the bill only af-




to the veto power of the gov-
011:10T was:
KB 66 — Which would roll
back the age requirement for
children entering the first grade
and save an estimated $6.8 mil-
lion in state funds by decreas-
ing pupil enrollment over the
next two years by 12,000. Par-
ants are reportedly up-in-arms
over the bill and there is 301310
question of just how much mon-
ey may be realized.
BB 366 — A special education
bill. Most of the savings from
HR 66 were 149roeriated to
fund additional classroom waits
in this field and if Nunn vetoes
HB 66, he would presumably
have to ex this bill too.
ILB 34 — Removes the con
fflictof-interest stigma for tea-
chers serving in the legislature.
Nunn had indicated it might
have broader legal implications
and teacher-members of the leg-
islature were in Frankfort Mon-
day to discuss the bill with
HB 206 — Revises the Sunday
Closing Law. It was amended




MAYFIELD, Ky., March 31—
A Graves Circuit Court jury de-
liberated only 45 minutes today
finding Harold Jerome Anderson
guilty of rape and malicious cut-
ting.
The 17-year-old Trenton, Tenn.,
youth was sentenced to life im-
prisonment without parole on the
rape charge, and 20 years on the
malicious cutting charge.
During the opening day of the
trial, stemming from a June 14,
1989 incident, Anderson, charged
with the rape and malicious cut-
ting of Debra Washam, 19, said
she was willing to have sexual
relations with him, but that they
later got into an argument about
who would drive her car, and he
stabbed her with a small knife
and beat her with his shoe.
Miss Washam was found along-
side U.S. 45 north of Mayfield
about 11 p.m. on June 14 by two
passing motorists, Gerald Scott
and Charles Dick, who testified
she was bloody and injured. Miss
Washam was removed to a hos-
pital in an ambulance.
Miss Washam testified she was
forced to leave a downtown park-
ing lot with Anderson when she
returned to her car after making
a phone call and found him hid-
ing in the back seat.
She testified Anderson forced
her at Imifepeint to drive to the
vicinity of the Hickory water
tower, where he attacked her
and later stabbed her.
Anderson, who was arrested
in Trenton on June 17, maintain-
ed throughout the trial that he
had not raped Miss Washam.
be unworkable and it's one at
the most controversial issues
in Kentucky.
SB 227 —The so-called "char-
lie Upton Juror Pay Bill," nam-
ed for the Republicen senator
who sponaored it, would require
an additional $1 million per
year to pay for increasing jur-
or pay from 76 to $12.08 a
day. Funk to be collected by
the attorney general's office
from en-trust suit settlements
were approeriated to provide
necessary funds. But it is net
hnown how much or soon those
settlements will be received by
the state.
RD 309 — Requires produc-
t.= of reflectorized license
plates at an additional estimat-
ed oost to the state of about
$260,000 per year.
Nebraska's farms and ranches
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reason is that services in gen-
t cost much more.
The Department of Labor
shows, for example, that auto
repairs have gone up 19 per
cent in four years, that a man's
haircut is up 28 percent, that
painters get 40 percent more
and that doctors fees have risen
30 percent.
In Calloway County, the over-
all amount spent per year for
the group of services listed in
the survey has reached $4,242,-
000, as compared with a total,
in 1963, of $2,757,000.
The authority for the figures
is the Department of Commerce,
which has just released its re-
gular four-year report on the
nation's service industries. The
prior report related to 1963.
Among the group of services
included are pernial services,
business services, auto repairs,
hotels and motels, motion pic-
tures, other types of recreation
and entertainment, and miscel-
laneous repair and transporta-
tion services. Health and educa-
tion services are not included.
The $4,242,000 expended in
Calloway County in the year for
the service.s provided by the
197 establishments covered in
the report, represented • 41
percent increase per household.
This compares with 28 percent
in the United States and with
37 percent in the East South
Hospital Report
March 30, 1970
Census — Adults .... 106
Census — Nursery ... 2
Newborn Admissions
Mrs. Deborah Darnell a n d
baby boy, Route 4, Murray;
Mrs. Judith Evans and baby
girl, Route 5, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Mena Fitts, Route 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Velma L.'
Myers, Route 3, Murray; Mrs.
Loraine E. Clark, Route 1, Ben-
ton; Mrs. 011ie Roberta, Route
3, Murray; William R. Edmond,
(expired), Route 4, Murray.
Central States.
Nationally, the big leap in
living costs has been centered'
In the services rather than in
manufactured goods. Factories
have been able to maintain pro-
duction of goods and to do fair-
ly well in keeping the country
supplied. The services have not
been able to meet the demand,
however, which explains the
soaring costs.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
Although the origin of April
Fool's Day has not been defin-
itely established it is believed
to be related to the Spring
Equinox when nature fools man
with abrupt changes of weath
A search by authorities is con-
tinuing today in an attempt to
find a 21-year-old man charged
with raping a 21-year-old
Draughon's Business College stu-
dent late Monday.
Dennis Ray Brown, whose last
known address was Murray, is
charged with raping the girl
shortly before 11 p.m. Monday
In a car wbile parked on Yeiser
St.
McCracken County Deputy
Sheriff Pete Joyce, who is head-
ing the investigation, said the
girl told him that she and Brown
had been on a date.
Joyce said a medical test per-
formed late Monday confirmed
she had been raped. She also
was treated for cuts and bruises,
where she apparently had been
choked, he said.
Paducah police received the
first call when the girl returned
to the school dormitory and told
a school official of the incident
The case was turned over to
county authorities when it was
learned the alleged incident oc-
curred outside the city limits.
Joyce said an all-points bulle-
tin was issued for Brown after
an attempt to find him at •
house trailer on Oaks Road
failed.
He said Brown's car was at
the trailer but apparently he had
I used another car belonging to a
friend to leave. The deputy said
authorities know the make of the
car and the license numter.
Joyce said the girl signed a
county warrant this morning af-
ter a city warrant issued by
City Judge Kenneth Burkhart
became invalid after it was
learned 'where the alleged crime
• was committed.
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
GEDIZ, Turkey — A Turkish i official, commenting on the
tragic toil of the weekend earthquake:
"This earthquake killed you if you were at home and let you
alone if you were outside."
WASHINGTON A spokesman for the Teamsters Brother-
hood, explaining the position in the union's dispute with the
trucking industry:
"We're just keeping our mouths shut and negotiating."
BOSTON — Motor Vehicle Registrar Richard E. McLaughlin,
reporting that it will be possible to get advice on a checkup as
well as a check at some auto inspection stations this spring:
"While customers are getting their car inspection stickers.
they will also receive free information from the American Cancer
on personal checkups."
+
WASHINGTON — Scrap dealer Burt Diamond. telling the
first national conference on abandoned automobiles how it all
comes about:
-Every time a car is born, another car dies. It seems a cardies a little every day."








BUILDING A TRASH HEAP — Student* ham *nem
State University who have been on a cleanup mission along
Ky. 94 north of Murray dump the trash on a prominent lo-
cation on the university campus to call attention to environ-
mental problems to be discussed at Earth Day activities
April 22. The pile of debris will be hauled away from the
spot on April 22 and the area will be sown with grass and
planted with flowers to symbolise an awareness of the need
for a cleaner and healthier world.
SEEN & HEARD . . .
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row and two-row, horse drawn.
The Avery Corn Planter also
horse drawn. In fact the whole
thing is horse drawn since the
prices in the brochure were for
February 1889.
Then else encloses some Dipper
Gourd Seeds with the notation
"do not plant in shade but on a
fence or by a dead tree".
Then a lot of questions and
answers. And, the words that
she spelled when she was in the
8th grade in a spelling contest.
Out of 30 boys and girls she
was the only one who made 100
per cent.
Says she saw some black wing
red birds which Sr. difforiont
from red wing black birds.
Well, thanks Mrs. Swindell for
your letter and odds and ends
you sent in.
The now income tax form Is
billed as a simple form and the
answer to the nightmare forms
here before timed. One writer
however says that the "new
Building Block 1040" form turn-
ed out to be a nightmare fir
millions, including even some
accountants and others of at
least normal intelligence. Tat-
payers are flocking to IRS of-
fices and tax advisers for help."
New forma are in the works for
the next year.
The first public school in the
Colonies was the William Penn






Star Values & Bonus Buys
not on our lc Se pia, but GREAT VALUES!
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WITH EACH $1 .00
PURCHASE
OF REXALL PRODUCTS
Handy for marlin VALUE
liousiallold use.
C t ant FUR' g, 29c
SWANNS MARKET
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STEAK $ 1lb. 09
HUNT'S
TOMATOES -42,7_ 2 Ton: 45°
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Wife told her baiabilid
fair about this, FM at
wrong if you'll admit Pi
Lot of water out our
Indio mid last nigl
plenty of wind this n
Violets are in full blo
Bless Sell in bloom.
Rob Nvis memorial foe
operation. The plantin
good with the Jonquils a
saes in Wpm. The
Bank fountain also-aria
These fountains add to
in several ways. We
at the intersection of 3
and Fourth and Sycam
Twelfth. Should be on
where on the MSU ca
A Squirrel perched in
carious position high in
with the wind bencia
branches and whippi:
smaller ends. The Squirri
eel anyway, his tail
Ike a will, and reac
goat soother limb, als
moved about by the wi
Profaner Alexander Fri
tler, 200 years ago: "A
cracy cannot exist as
scent form of goverein
oan only exit until the
discover they can vote
selves largess out of the
. From that moo
ansisin
protnisk
Meat benefits froen the
treasury with the rear
Democracy always a
over a loose fiacal pol
ways to be followed by
tatorsh .p".
The United State was
ed as a Republic', not a
cracy.
When Benjamin Frasakli
out of the Constitotiorv
vention on September l'
be was asked "Well, Mr.
in, what have we got
answer was "You have
public, it you can keep
Interesting articles in th
reoent Reader's Digest
Russian spy who was ca.






Hospital, will be the
at the meeting of the L
Practical Nurses, Dine
to be held Monday Apr
seven p. co. in the con
room of the local hospi
All will speak On
Abuse". All members a
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